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FACULTV
EN .. ,r.
s uaw~RDZED MEETING MHNU- rE.......
April 27, 1999
The Faculty Senate meeting for April 27, 1999, was called to order at 3:31 p.m ., in the Kiva . Senate
President Jonathan Porter presided .

Senators present: Julie DePree (Valencia) , John Gahl (Electrical & Computer Eng ineering), Jan
Gamradt (Individual , Family & Community Education), Kishore Gawande (Econom ics), John Geissman
(Earth & Planetary Sciences) , David Gettman (Pharmacy) , Jaime Grinberg (Languate Literacy &
Sociocultural Studies), Philip Hampton (Chem istry), Fred Hashimoto (Internal Medicine) , Apama
Huzurbazar (Mathematics & Statistics) , Betsy Jameson (H istory) , Loren Ketai (Radiology), Hany Llull
(General Library) , George Luger (Computer Science) , Neeraj Magotra (Electrical & Computer
Engineering), Nathalie Martin (Law) , Wanda Martin (English) , Carolyn Milligan (Gallup), John Panitz
(Physics & Astronomy) , Jonathan Porter (History) , Charles Pribyl (Orthopaedics), Ronald Reichel
(Un iversity College) , Richard Reid (Anderson Schools of Management) , Mario Rivera (Public
Administration) , Stephanie Ruby (Molecular Genetics & Microbiology) , Robert Sapien (Emergency
Medicine), Dan Savage (Neurosciences) , Sally Se idel (Physics & Astronomy), W arren Smith (Foreign
Languages & Literatures), Paul Steele (Sociology), Pauline T urn er (Individual , Fami ly & Community
Education) , Bridget Wilson (Pathology) , Carolyn Wix (Education Specialties) , Melvin Yazawa (History,
Beulah Woodfin (Biochemistry & Molecular Biology) , ex-officio Senate Operations Comm ittee member

Senators absent:

Les Field (Anthropology) , Steve Abram (Anesthesiology) , David Bennahum (Internal
Medicine), Jack Crowl (Gallup), Barbara Hanna (Ph ilosophy) , Christiane Joost-Gaugier (Art & Art
History) , Dorothy Kammerer-Doak (Obstetrics & Gynecology) , Nancy Kanagy (Cell Biology &
Physiology), Robert Leonard (Anthropology) , Loretta Serna (Education Specialties)

Excused absences: Steve Block (Music) , Ann Caudell (Nursing) , Gregory Franchini (Psychiatry) ,
Jeffrey Griffith (Biochemistry & Molecular Biology) , William Kane (Individual , Family & Community
Education), Jean Martinez-Welles (Gallup) , Les McFadden (Earth & Planetary Sciences), Christine
Nathe (Dental Hygiene), Eric Nuttall (Chemical & Nuclear Engineering) , John Schatzberg (Anderson
Schools of Management), Brian Solan (Family & Commun ity Medicine) , Paul Weiss (General Library) ,
Sherman Wilcox (Linguistics)

Guests present: F. Chris Garcia (Interim Provost) , Danita Gomez (Evening & Weekend Programs),
Carolyn Gonzales (Public Affairs), William C . Gordon (UNM President) , Charles Key (Pathology), Donna
Lockner (Nutrition), Gwen Poe (UNM Alumna) , Walter Putnam (Foreign Languages & Literatures), Nick
Rugen (NMPIRG), Dianna Shomaker (UNM-North) , Jim Stevens (UNM Alumnus) , Leonard Stilleman
(Public Administration), Nancy Uscher (Music) , Richard Van Dongen (Education)

1.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA
A motion to adopt the agenda was seconded and carried by unanimous voice vote of the Senate.

2.

APPROVAL OF SUMMARIZED MINUTES FOR MARCH 23, 1999
A motion to approve the summarized minutes for March 23, 1999, was seconded and carried by
unanimous voice vote of the Senate.

3.

PRESIDENT'S REPORT
President William C . Gordon reported on the following :
•

The AAUP will hold a "No-Budget Forum" on Thursday, April 29 at 3:30 p.m. in Ortega Hall
335. Details about UNM's budget situation will be provided at this meeting.
The special legislative session will begin on May 4. UNM's 1999-2000 budget will not be
prepared until the conclusion of the special session . Salary changes for faculty, staff and
graduate assistants will not be determined until budgets have been prepared and faculty
contracts will also be delayed. Salary and tuition policies are dependent upon the final action

•

•

4.

PROVOST'S REPORT
Interim Provost F. Chris Garcia reported on the following:
•

•

•

5.

Searches are being conducted in the Office of Academic Affairs for two temporary positions:
acting associate provost to replace Dr. Richard Holder who will be on sabbatical for six
months; and interim associate provost to replace Dr. Janet Roebuck who is retiring August 1,
1999. Interested faculty are urged to submit the required application materials.
Forms for evaluating the associate provosts and dean of the general library have been mailed
to faculty. Faculty are urged to complete these evaluation forms and return them to the
Provost's Office.
Faculty midprobationary and Code 3 reviews have been completed.

FACULTY SENATE PRESIDENT'S REPORT
Senate President Jonathan Porter reported on the following:
•

•

•

•
•
•

•

6.

taken on appropriations by the legislature.
Summer session will proceed as usual. Tuition and fee charges for the summer session will be
adjusted after the new tuition rates have been approved by the Regents.
Information regarding UNM's budget issues will be disseminated widely to the general campus .
President Gordon explained the process the legislature uses to determine its salary base for
UNM and he emphasized the importance of understanding the difference between the
legislature's salary base and UNM's salary base. He explained the salary bases differ because
the legislature views UN M's salary base to be $107 million when in fact the real salary base at
UNM is $139 million . In the past, tuition rates have been increased to make up the difference
between what is appropriated by the legislature and what UNM needs in order to give
employees an increase in salary compensation. The difference in UNM's real salary base and
the base determined by the legislature increases every year and it is getting difficult for UNM
to supplement the difference. If the legislature takes a 4.5% tuition credit, it will require a
substantial tuition increase to make up the difference.
Faculty nominations are being solicited to serve on search committees for provost and the vice
president for Institutional Advancement.

Appeals via the allfac listserv for additional faculty nominees for the Academic Freedom and
Tenure Committee resulted in 19 nominations. Election ballots are due in the Office of the
Secretary on May 7.
The Committee on Governance will ask voting faculty to reconcile the issue of part-time
faculty as voting faculty. The revised Section B of the Faculty Handbook stipulates part-time
faculty are voting faculty, while the Faculty Constitution states that only full-time faculty have
voting rights.
The faculty dispute resolution process has reached the implementation stage. Over the
summer, a basic framework will be constructed for implementing the process in the fall. A
faculty oversight committee will be selected. Nominees for this committee will be solicited
from the Senate at its next meeting.
A Faculty Handbook Implementation Committee will deal on an ad-hoc basis with transitional
issues relating to contractual stipulations under the old Section B of the Faculty Handbook.
Forms for evaluation of associate provosts and dean of the general library are being received
by faculty. All faculty are urged to participate in this process.
The search committees for the provost and vice-president for Institutional Advancement will
include various faculty, staff and student members. Nominations should be sent to Senate
President Porter, who will forward the slate of nominees to Peter White (President's Office).
A web site on the UNM Home Page has been devoted to budget issues, and it will be
continually updated with budget information as it pertains to UNM.

APPROVAL OF DEGREE CANDIDATES, SEMESTER II, SPRING 1999
The degree candidates for Semester 11, Spring 1999 were approved by unanimous voice vote of

the Senate.
7.

APPROVAL OF FACULTY APPOINTMENTS TO 1999-2000 COMMITTEES
The Senate by unanimous voice vote approved faculty appointments to Faculty Senate

committees. These appointments were made by Senate President-elect Neeraj Magotra based on
the committee preferences indicated by the faculty member(s). There are still some faculty
vacancies on several committees. Faculty interested in serving on committees should contact
President-elect Magotra.

8.

FORMS C AND FORM D FROM THE CURRICULA COMMITTEE
Senate President Jonathan Porter presented the following Forms C and Form D forwarded from
the Curricula Committee for Senate approval. The majority of the curricular change requests
(Forms C below) will bring the respective programs into compliance with UNM's core curriculum
requirements. The proposals from the departments of Spanish and Portuguese and Foreign
Languages and Literatures will divide the current Ph.D. in Romance Languages into two distinct
degrees: a Ph.D. in Spanish and a Ph.D. in French. The proposal for the Ph.D. in Spanish will be
submitted to the Senate at the May 4 meeting.
The Senate by unanimous voice vote approved all the following Forms C and a Master of Fine Arts
in Dance (Form D).

Forms C
•
Revision of degree-BS in Mechanical Engineering (Mechanical Engineering)
•
Revision of degrees-BS in Civil Engineering, Construction Engineering and Construction
Management (Civil Engineering)
•
Revision of degree-BS in Construction Management (Civil Engineering)
•
Revision of minor-graduate minor in American Studies (American Studies)
•
Revision of major-Nutrition/Dietetics (Individual, Family & Community Education)
•
Deletion of Plan I (with thesis)-Counseling (Individual, Family & Community Education)
•
Deletion of degree-PhD in Romance Languages (Spanish & Portuguese and Foreign
Languages & Literatures)
•
Revision of degree-PhD in Romance Languages (Foreign Languages & Literatures)
•
Revision of degree-PhD in French Studies (Foreign Languages & Literatures)
•
Revision of degree-MS in Speech & Hearing Sciences (Speech & Hearing Sciences)
•
Revision of major-School Health Track (Health Education, Individual, Family & Community
Education)
•
Revision of major-Community Health Track (Health Education, Individual, Family &
Community Education)
•
Revision of degree & major-BA in Media Arts major (Media Arts)
•
Revision of minor-Media Arts Minor (Media Arts)
•
Revision of degree-BA in Music (Music)
•
Revision of degree-Bachelor of Music (Music)
•
Revision of degree-Bachelor of Music Education (Music)
•
Revision of degree-MA in Dance (Theatre & Dance)
Form D
•
New graduate degree-Master of Fine Arts in Dance (Theatre & Dance)
9.

CHANGING DATES OF UNM'S SPRING BREAK TO COINCIDE WITH APS' SPRING BREAK
Senator Yazawa's motion, presented at the Senate's March 23, 1999 meeting asking the Senate's
support in changing the scheduling of UNM's spring break to be in accordance with the
Albuquerque Public Schools' system spring break, was tabled until today's meeting so that further
input could be solicited from campus constituents.
Senate President Porter said the Graduate and Professional Student Association (GPSA),
Associated Students of UNM (ASUNM), and the Staff Council were to take this issue to their
respective bodies and inform him of their results, but no results were reported.
Senate President Porter reported the majority of responses received from faculty polled via the
allfac listserv were in favor of moving UNM's spring break to coincide with the Albuquerque Public
Schools' spring break. Faculty were asked if UNM should align its spring break with the APS
spring break. Approximately 78 faculty responses were in favor of the proposed change, 45 were
opposed, and 12 responses were ambiguous or unclear. There was no strong opposition for not
having coinciding spring breaks.

Several Senators polled departmental colleagues and the results are summarized below:

•

•

•

•

Senator MelvinYazawa polled faculty in the departments of History and Anthropology by
placing a ballot in their mail boxes. Seventy percent responses were received from
Anthropology faculty and 32% from the History faculty. History faculty voted 15-3 in favor of
the proposed motion. The Anthropology faculty voted 90-0 in favor of the motion.
Senator Warren Smith said he would have voted in favor of the proposed change, but after
taking a poll in the Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures only a slight majority
were in favor of the motion. The responses from those opposed were the most thoughtful.
One woman with young children said she liked having a week to work at home during UNM's
spring break while her children are in school.
Senator Wanda Martin said she opposed the plan to change the spring break because moving
the break around according to when the Easter holiday falls (in some years as late as the 12th
week of the semester) would make academic planning very difficult.
Senator Stephanie Ruby polled faculty and staff in the Department of Molecular Genetics and
Microbiology via e-mail. The majority were in favor of the proposed motion. She received no
strong opposition against the motion. Some faculty indicated as far as their teaching concerns
for graduate students and medical students that it does not make much difference one way or
the other when spring break occurs.
Senator Betsy Jameson spoke informally with several undergraduate and graduate students
regarding the concerns raised about the erratic nature of the breaks. The responses she
received from students included: If the breaks occurs two or three weeks toward the end of the
term, how is that different from the Thanksgiving break? The beginning of the term could be
moved up, if that is a concern. Responses from those with children in APS indicated that since
they already deal with the erratic nature of the APS spring break in terms of getting child care
coverage, it might be easier to leave it as is.
Senate Jaime Grinberg (Language, Literacy & Sociocultural Studies) spoke informally with his
constituents. Faculty indicated that, although children are welcomed in classes, during the
week of the APS spring break classes at UNM become a nightmare because of the noise
caused by students and children coming in and out of classes during lectures, etc.

Senate President Porter reminded Senators that issues of this nature fall under the purview of the
Senate. He said the Facuffy Constitution gives faculty the right of review and action in regard to
general faculty welfare. After discussion, the Senate by a majority voice vote endorsed Senator
Yazawa's motion "to change the scheduling of UNM's spring break to be in accordance with the
Albuquerque Public Schools' system spring break." President Porter will notify the appropriate
individuals.

10.

REPORT AND RESOLUTION FROM THE IDC SUBCOMMITTEE
Senator Pauline Turner presented the IDC Subcommittee Initial Report for 1998-99 and proposed
resolution prepared by Chair Howard "Buck" Schreyer (Mechanical Engineering) and members
David Colton (Education) and Garland Bills (Linguistics) for the Senate's approval. The resolution
is presented below.
RESOLUTION
In view of the magnitude of IDC funds, in view of the unusual discretion which can be
applied to their use, in view of the faculty's fundamental role in generating IDC, in view of
the historical expectation that IDC is to be used to support faculty research and public
service, and in view of the clear language of the charge of the Committee in the Faculty
Handbook, the Faculty Senate Budget Committee hereby requests:
(1) that a joint faculty/administration committee including the Associate Provost for
Research, the Vice President for Business and Finance, and representatives
appointed by the Faculty Senate Budget Committee, the Research Policy
Committee, and the Faculty Senate Operations Committee be established to
formulate policy concerning the use of IDC funds, and
(2) that the Associate Provost for Research convene a meeting of this committee by
May 1, 1999 and report on the committee activities by October 1, 1999.

t 90
Senator Turner stated there have already been preliminary discussions with Associate Provost
Nasir Ahmed and Provost F. Chris Garcia regarding this issue and they are in favor of
implementing the resolution, should the Senate adopt it.
In response to a question regarding the policy differences on IDC between the main campus and
the north campus, Professor David Colton stated the IDC Subcommittee has not attempted to
address the issues of IDC on the north campus. The Committee's work to date has focused on the
main campus only.
After discussion, the Senate voted by unanimous voice vote to accept the report and support the
resolution from the Budget Committee. Membership recommendations for the IDC Task Force will
be made at the next Senate meeting on May 4.
President Porter thanked Senator Turner for stepping in to chair the Budget Committee until the
end of the semester.

11.

PRESENTATION ON NEW MEXICO PUBLIC INTEREST RESEARCH GROUP (NMPIRG)
The Senate voted unanimously to endorse a resolution from the New Mexico Public Interest
Research Group (NMPIRG), presented by Nick Rugen, Director, NMPIRG. The resolution asked
for recognition of NMPIRG's 25 year effort to inform and involve students in public policy issues,
and urged that the NMPIRG referendum for a $3.00 per studenUper semester waiveable fee be
passed by the Board of Regents. The resolution is presented below:
RESOLUTION
Whereas, the New Mexico Public Interest Research Group (NMPIRG), is a student
directed, student funded, public interest organization devoted to education, research,
and advocacy in the areas of environmental preservation, consumer protection and
students rights; and,
Whereas, NMPIRG was founded by the University of New Mexico students in 1974,
as a means for students to learn public interest skills, and to voice their opinions on
pressing policy questions that face New Mexico; and,
Whereas, NMPIRG has served the University of New Mexico by providing unique
educational opportunities through its programs of internships, research, projects and
"classroom in action" curricula; and,
Whereas, NMPIRG, through such projects as the National Student Campaign
Against Hunger, the National Student Campaign for Voter Registration, and Earth
Day Celebrations, has won wide recognition for its valuable public interest work, and
has brought credit to the students and University which help to support the
organization; and,
Whereas, students voting in the ASUNM elections voted overwhelmingly in favor of
a fully funded NMPIRG chapter through a waiveable fee; and,
Therefore, let be resolved that the UNM Faculty Senate endorses and recognizes
NMPIRG's 25 year effort to inform and involve students in valuable public policy
issues.
Be it further resolved that the UNM Faculty Senate urges that the NMPIRG
referendum for a $3.00 per student per semester waiveable fee be passed by the
University of New Mexico Board of Regents.
Senate President Porter will notify the Board of Regents of the Senate's action regarding this
resolution.

61 .
12.

OPEN DISCUSSION AND NEW BUSINESS
Senator Fred Hashimoto (Internal Medicine) presented the Senate with information from a handout
entitled "Why Cut Men's Swimming?" Senator Hashimoto summarized the following reasons for
continuing UNM's swimming program:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

swimming is a health sport;
swimming is one of the most popular participatory sports in the United States;
swimmers are good students with high graduation rates;
swimmers are disciplined and hard-working athletics and good citizens;
swimming is an important Olympic sport;
New Mexico's high school men swimmers will have no in-state university program to which
they may go;
swimming is gender equitable;
the money required to make the men's swimming program competitive is pittance relaative to
that for other sports, i.e., football;
funding for the swimming program to be competitive would cost the Athletic Department about
0.0038 of its annual budget, that is less than one-half of 1%.

After discussion, the Senate by unanimous voice vote tabled a motion by Senator Hashimoto
asking the Senate to endorse the continuation of the men's swimming, gymnastics and wrestling
programs until the May 4 meeting.

13.

ADJOURNMENT
The meeting was adjourned at 5:05 p.m.

Respectfully submitted by:

r11aJ\i
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Mari A. Ulibarri
Administrative Assistant Ill
Office of the Secretary

Vivian Valencia
Secretary of the University

The University of New Mexico

FACULTY COMMITTEES 1999-2000
(Faculty, Students, Administrative and Ex-Officio Members on Standing Committees)
*New **Reappointed

FACULTY SENATE COMMITTEES:
ADMISSIONS & REGISTRATION
Faculty Members
Term Ends
2001
*Larry Barton (Biology)
Mary Belgrade (Lang, Lit & Sociocult)
2000
**Mary Jo Campbell (Physical Perf & Devi) 2001
*David Cross (Anesthesiology)
2001
**Julie De Pree (Valencia)
2001
*Peter Dorato (Elect & Cmptr Engineering) 2001
**Jain Ravinder (Elect & Cmptr Engr)
2001
*Mario Rivera (Public Administration)
2001
Jerome Shea (English)
2000
2001
**Charlie Steen (History)
Administrative Members: Voting
Randy Boeglin (Dean of Students)
Mark Chisholm (Dir., Institutional Research)
Fred Chreist (Registrar)
Shari Kessler-Schwaner (rep., Dean, Continuing
Education)
(Dean or rep., elected by Council of Deans)
Cynthia Stuart (Dir., Undergraduate Admissions)
Eliseo Torres (VP, Student Affairs)
Student Members
1 ASUNM
1 GPSA
Faculty Senate Representative
To Be Announced
ATHLETIC COUNCIL
Term
Faculty Members
Melissa Bokovoy (History)
Luis Curet (Obstetrics & Gynecology)
*Michael Dougher (Psychology)
Robert Duncan (Physics & Astronomy)
*Ken Frandsen (Arts & Sciences)
John Geissman ( Earth & Planetary Sci)
Margaret Grady (Nursing)
*Timothy Ross (Civil Engineering)
Alumnus Member
To Be Announced
Ex-Officio Members: Non Voting
Rudy Davalos (Dir., Athletics)
Breda Bova (faculty rep to NCAA)

Ends
2000
2001
2002
2001
2002
2000
2000
2002

Linda Estes (Dir., Women's Athletics)
Student Members
2 Undergraduates
1 Undergraduate/Athlete
1 Graduate
Faculty Senate Representative
To Be Announced
BACHELOR OF UNIVERSITY STUDIES
Term
Faculty Members
Joan Johnston (Nursing)
Paul Mann (Pharmacy)
Richard Mead (Chem & Nuclear Engr)
Shiame Okunor (African Amer Studies)
Susan Patrick (Music)
Mary Smith (lndiv Fam & Comm Educ)
Fred Sturm (Philosophy)
Greg Watson (Architecture & Planning)
One vacancy (Arts & Sciences; tenured)
One vacancy (Anderson; tenured)
Ex-Officio Members: Non Voting
Richard Holder (Dean , University College)
Faculty Senate Representative
To Be Announced

Ends
2001
2000
2001
2000
2000
2001
2000
2000
2002
2002

BUDGET
Faculty Members
Term Ends
**David Baldwin (General Library)
2000
*Max Bennet (School of Medicine)
2002
Garland Bills (Linguistics)
2000
-stephen Dent (Architecture & Planning) 2002
2001
Philip Ganderton (Economics)
John Geissman (Earth & Planetary Sci)
2000
2001
Leslie Oakes (Anderson)
George Luger (Computer Science)
2001
*Laura Martinez (Nursing)
2002
Robert Palmer (Pharmacy)
2000
Howard Schreyer (Mechanical Engr)
2000
Gerald Slavin (lnternatl Prog & Studies)
2001
Pauline Turner (lndiv, Fam & Comm Educ) 2001
Frances Wilkinson (General Library)
2001
One vacancy (Fine Arts)
2000
One vacancy (School of Law)
2002
Ex-Officio Members: Non Voting
(Dir., Budget)
Faculty Senate Representative
To Be Announced

693

CAMPUS PLANNING
Faculty Members
Term Ends
2001
*Margaret Charsley (Anesthesiology)
Christy Crowley (General Library)
2000
.....Richard Hess (Theatre & Dance)
2001
Paul Lusk (Architecture & Planning)
2000
.....Gilbert Merkx (Sociology)
2001
Sarah Steen (Pathology)
2000
Administrative Members: Voting
(Administrator, University Hospital)
F. Chris Garcia (Interim Provost)
(VP Health Sciences or rep)
Don Mackel (Dir., Physical Plant)
Julie Weaks, (Interim VP, Business & Finance)
Eliseo Torres (VP, Student Affairs)
Administrative Members: Non Voting
Roger Lujan (Facility Planning)
Kathleen Guimond (Dir., Campus Security)
Leon Ward(Dir. , Parking & Transportation)
Robert Dunnington (Dir., Campus Safety)
(Planning Dept. , City of Albuquerque)
(Public Works Dept. , City of Albuquerque)
(Transit Dept. , City of Albuquerque)
(North Neighborhood Association)
(South Neighborhood Association)
(East Neighborhood Association)
(West Neighborhood Association)
Student Members
1 ASUNM
1 GPSA
1 Residence Halls Association
Faculty Senate Representative
To Be Announced
COMMUNITY EDUCATION
Term Ends
Faculty Members
2001
*Susan Awe (Parish Library)
2000
William Bramble (Media Tech Serv)
2000
Sandy Chimienti (Gallup)
2000
Deborah Fisher (Civil Engr)
2000
Marilyn Fletcher (General Library)
2001
*Robert Furry (Valency)
2001
*Aurora Morcillo (Education)
2001
*Judy Maloof (Spanish & Portuguese)
2001
*Joelle Nisolle (Anderson )
2001
*Bradley Pickett (Surgery)
2000
Dana Roberson (Anderson)
2001
*Vallabh Shah (Internal Med)
2001
One vacancy (Los Alamos)
Community Representatives
4 To Be Announced
Ex-Officio Members: Non Voting
Terry Babbit (Dir., Outreach Services)
Jerry Dominguez (Dean, Continuing Education)
F. Chris Garcia (Interim Provost)
Gloria Manzanares-Sandoval (Branch

Admissions Coordinator)
Eliseo Torres (VP , Student Affairs)
Student Member
1 GPSA
Faculty Senate Representative
To Be Announced
COMPUTER USE
Faculty Members
Term Ends
*Ronald Andrews (Orthopaedics)
2001
Edward Angel (Computer Science)
2000
Marsha Baum (Law Library)
2000
*Kevin Cahill ( Phys & Astro)
2001
*Robert George (Radiology)
2001
.....Nancy Dennis (General Library)
2001
Archie Gibson (Math & Stats)
2000
2000
David Gutzler (Earth & Planetary Sci)
2001
*Kathleen Keating (General Library)
**Gordon Kennedy (Theatre & Dance)
2001
Richard Nordhaus (Architecture & Plan)
2000
*George Shuster (Nursing)
200 1
2001
*Caroline Smith (Linguistics)
*Gregg Starr (Mechanical Engr)
2001
Gautam Vora (Anderson)
2000
Research Policy Committee Representative
To Be Announced
Ex-Officio Members: Non Voting
Nasir Ahmed (Interim Assoc VP , Research)
F. Chris Garcia (Interim Provost)
John Sobolewski (Assoc. VP, CIRT)
Student Members
2ASUNM
2GPSA
Faculty Senate Representative
To Be Announced
CURRICULA
Faculty Members
Term Ends
*Ronald Andrews (Orthopaedics)
2001
Michael Campana (Earth & Plan Sci)
2000
Karen Carlson (Nursing)
2000
Dorothy Chansky (Theatre & Dance)
2000
**Robert Dinegar (Los Alamos)
2001
*Peter Dorato (Electrical & Cmptr Engr)
2001
David Farber (History)
2000
Mark Emmons (General Library)
2000
Jeffrey Froehlich (Anthropology)
2000
*Christine McCormick (Education)
2001
2001
**Richard Melzer (Valencia)
**Mario Rivera (Public Administration)
2001
Michael Volz (Gallup)
2000
2001
One vacancy (Anderson)
2001
One vacancy (Architecture & Planning)
2001
One vacancy (Law)
2001
One vacancy (Pharmacy)
One vacancy (Dental Hygiene Programs) 2001

Ex-Officio Members: Non Voting
(Rep., Graduate Committee)
Linda Lewis (Collection Development Librarian)
Kathleen Sena (rep., Registrar)
David Stuart (Assoc. VP, Academic Affairs,
Evening & Weekend Programs)
Student Members
1 ASUNM
1 GPSA
Faculty Senate Representative
To Be Announced
FACULTY ETHICS & ADVISORY
Faculty Members
Term
**Garth Bawden (Maxwell Museum)
Jill Blacharsh (Psychiatry)
*Steve Block (Music)
*Kathryn Dieruf (Orthopaedics)
Stephen Hersee (Elect & Cmptr Engr)
*Samuel Roll (Psychology)
*Diane Viens (Nursing)
Student Member
1 GPSA
Faculty Senate Representative
To Be Announced

Ends
2001
2000
2001
2001
2000
2001
2001

FACULTY & STAFF BENEFITS
Term Ends
Faculty Members
2000
Gloria Birkholz (Nursing)
2000
Mina Grothey (General Library)
2000
John Marek (Surgery)
2001
*Barbara Rees (Nursing)
2001
*Alex Stone (Math & Stats)
2000
Nicole Touchet (Fam & Comm Med)
2000
Beulah Woodfin (Biochem & MB)
Staff Members Nominated by Staff Council
Kari Ward-Karr (CARS)
2000
Sheila Rhine (Cntr for Develop & Disabl) 2000
Staff Members Nominated by Comm. Workers
of America
2000
David Padilla (Physical Plant)
Ex-Officio Members: Non Voting
Josie Abeyta (Manager, Payroll)
Susan Carkeek (Assoc. Dir., Human Resources)
Julie Weaks (Interim VP, Business & Finance)
Sally Meyer (Dir., Faculty Contracts)
UNM Retiree: Voting
To Be Announced
Faculty Senate Representative
To Be Announced
GENERAL HONORS
Faculty Members
Term
Lee Francis (Native American Studies)
Bruce Neville (General Lib)
Mary Power (English)

Ends
2001
2000
2000

William Wood (Music)
*Jack Crowl (Gallup)
Ex-Officio Members: Non Voting
Rosalie Otero (Dir., University Honors)
Student Member
1 ASUNM
Facult Senate Re resentative
To Be Announced
GOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS
Faculty Members
Term
Jonathan Eldredge (HSC Library)
*Kristina Ciesielski (Psychology)
John Geissman (Earth & Plan Sci)
Eric Prossnitz (Cell Biology & Physiol)
*Dianna Shomaker (UNM North)
Jane Slaughter (History)
*Kristen Thomsen (Fam & Comm Med)
Beulah Woodfin (Biochem & MB)
One vacancy
Facult Senate Re resentative
To Be Announced

2000
2002

Ends
2001
2002
2000
2000
2002
2001
2002
2001
2000

GRADUATE
Faculty Members
Term Ends
Isaura Barrera (Education)
2000
Bernard Bassalleck (Physics & Astron)
2000
Susan Deese-Roberts (Gen Lib)
2000
Mary Ellen Hanson (Gen Lib)
2000
Ken Frandsen (Comm & Journ)
2000
Jim Jacob (Fine Arts)
2000
1O vacancies (TBA by Graduate Studies)
Ex-Officio Members: Non Voting
Nasir Ahmed (Interim Dean , Graduate Studies)
Robin Meize-Grochowski (Assoc. Dean ,
Graduate Studies)
Jose Rivera (Special Assistant to Provost,
Graduate Studies)
Dianna Shomaker (Dir. , UNM North)
Student Member
1 GPSA
Faculty Senate Representative
To Be Announced
HONORARY DEGREE
Faculty Members
Term Ends
Appointed by the Senate
*Kristina Ciecielski (Psychology)
2001
*Maria Marquez (General Library)
2001
Appointed by the Senate Graduate Committee
Bernard Basselleck (Physics & Astron)
2000
Jeanne Logsdon (Anderson)
2000
Regent Members
To Be Announced
President of GPSA
To Be Announced

6!15

FACULTY COMMITTEES 1999-2000
Mark Chisholm (Dir., Institutional Research)
Richard Holder (Assoc. Provost, Academic
Affairs)
(Dir., Budget Office)
Faculty Senate Representative
To Be Announced

Administrative Member: Voting
(UNM President)
Ex-Officio Members: Non Voting
Larry Willard (President, UNM Board of
Regents)
Vivian Valencia (University Secretary)
Faculty Senate Representative
To be Announced
LIBRARY
Term
Faculty Members
*Thomas Barrow (Art & Art Hist)
Michael Buchner (Math & Stats)
Andrew Burgess (Philosophy)
*Kevin Cahill (Phys & Astro)
Sandy Chimienti (Gallup)
*Roland Lee (Radiology)
*Lorraine Lester (Law Library)
**Harry Llull (General Library)
*Jennifer Nagel (Philosophy)
Noel Pugach (History)
*Christine Sauer (Economics)
**George Shuster (Nursing)
Karl Schwerin (Anthropology)
Charles Truman (Mechanical Engr)
Carolyn Woodward (English)
*Ross Zumwalt (Pathology)
Ex-Officio Member: Non Voting
Robert Migneault (Dean, Library Services)
Student Members
2 ASUNM
2GPSA
Faculty Senate Representative
To Be Announced
LONG RANGE PLANNING
Term
Faculty Members
Lynndianne Beene (English)
Peggy Blackwell (Education)
Barbara Chang (Internal Medicine)
Jonathan Eldredge (HSC Library)
Arthur Guenther (Elect & Cmptr Engr)
Peggy Kelley (Surgery)
Antoinette Sedillo-Lopez (Law)
*Roberta Straight (Los Alamos)
Linda Riensche (Speech & Hearing)
Mari Lyn Salvador (Anthropology)
David Thompson (Mechanical Engr)
*Gautam Vora (Anderson)
Phyllis Wilcox (Linguistics)
*Mark Wood (Surgery)
Richard Worrell (Orthopaedics)
Administrative Members: Voting

Ends
2002
2000
2000
2002
2001
2002
2002
2002
2002
2000
2002
2002
2001
2000
2000
2002

Ends
2000
2000
2000
2001
2001
2001
2001
2002
2001
2001
2000
2002
2001
2002
2000

RESEARCH ALLOCATIONS
Faculty Members
Term
David Bader (Elect & Cmptr Engr)
Joseph Champoux (Anderson)
*Richard Eutlain (History)
Bill Evans (Theatre & Dance)
Astrid Kodric-Brown (Biology)
Natasha Kolchevska (Foreign Lang & Lit)
*Bai-Lian Li (Biology)
Jane Selverstone (Earth & Plan Sci)
*Vallabh Shah (Internal Medicine)
**Virginia Shipman (Education)
Faculty Senate Representative
To Be Announced

Ends
2000
2000
2001
2000
2000
2000
2001
2000
2001
2001

RESEARCH POLICY
Faculty Members
Term Ends
Patricia Burtner-Freeman (Ortho)
2000
*Janette Carter (Internal Medicine)
2002
Helen Damico (English)
2001
Charles Fleddermann (Elect & Cmptr Engr) 2001
Mary Harris (lndiv, Fam & Comm Educ)
2001
Neeraj Magotra (Elect & Cmptr Engr)
2000
Bernard Moret (Computer Science)
2001
*Aurora Morcillo (Education)
2002
Jae Nickoloff (Microbiology)
2000
Alison Reeve (Psychiatry)
2000
2001
Virginia Seiser (General Lib)
Bridget Wilson (Pathology)
2001
One vacancy (Fine Arts)
2002
Ex-Officio Members: Non Voting
Nasir Ahmed (Associate VP for Research)
Reata Busby (Dir., Research, HSC)
Chuck Wellborn (President, Science &
Technology Corporation at UNM)
Annabelle Quintana (University Patent Lawyer)
Student Member
1 GPSA
Faculty Senate Representative
To Be Announced
SCHOLARSHIP, PRIZES & LOANS
Faculty Members
Term Ends
Gina Bobrowski (Art & Art Hist)
2000
Richard Diedrich (Pediatrics)
2000
**Eddie Dry (Anderson)
2001

FACULTY COMMITTEES 1999-2000
••Judith Ducharme (HSC Library)
2001
Larry Lavender (Theatre & Dance)
2000
Jan Naslund (lndiv, Fam & Comm Educ) 2000
2001
*Greg Starr (Mechanical Engr)
2000
Thomas Swiler (Chem & Nuclr Engr)
2000
Melvin Yazawa (History)
Ex-Officio Members: Non Voting
Terry Babbitt (Dir., Outreach Services)
Randy Boeglin (Dean of Students)
Ron Martinez (Dir. , Student Financial Aid)
Leo Moya (Bursar)
Janet Roebuck (Dean, Undergraduate Studies)
Duffy Swan (Dir., Development)
Cynthia Stuart (Dir., Admissions)
Student Members
2ASUNM
1 GPSA
Faculty Senate Representative
To Be Announced

TEACHING ENHANCEMENT
Faculty Members
Term Ends
*Christos Christodoulou (Elect & CE)
2002
2001
Monica Cyrino (Foreign Lang & Lit)
Bruce Dalby (Music)
2000
Michele Diel (Valencia)
2001
Katherine Dimiduk (Physics & Astron)
2001
Wanda Martin (English)
2000
2001
Lynette Oshima (Lang, Lit & Sociocult)
Ex-Officio Members: Non Voting
Michael Buchner (Chair, Library Committee)
F. Chris Garcia (Interim Provost)
Student Members
1 ASUNM
1 GPSA
Faculty Senate Representative
To Be Announced
UNDERGRADUATE
Faculty Members
Term
*Christos Christodoulou (Elect & CE)
**Robert Dinegar (Los Alamos)
Dirk Gibson (Comm & Journ)
Donald Godwin (Pharmacy)
Michael Gold (Physics & Astron)
Gabriella Gutierrez (Architecture & Plan)
Gordon Johnson (Biology)
James Matthews (Civil Engineering)
**Nancy Morten (Nursng)
Virginia Seiser (General Library)
Charlie Steen (History)
Steven Yourstone (Anderson)
Two vacancies (Education)

Ends
2001
2001
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2001
2000
2000
2000
2001

2001
2001
2001

One vacancy (Fine Arts)
One vacancy (Gallup)
One vacancy (Valencia)
Faculty Senate Representative
To Be Announced

UNIVERSITY PRESS
Faculty Members
*Steve Barry (Art & Art History)
Sherri L. Burr (Law)
Flora Clancy (Art & Art History)
Richard Eutlain (History)
Les Field (Anthropology)
**Louis Heib (General Library)
**Gary Scharnhorst (English)
*Felisa Smith (Biology)
Sylvia Rodriguez (Anthropology)
Virginia Scharff (History)
James Thorson (English)
Nancy Uscher (Music)
Ex-Officio Members: Non-Voting
Beth Hadas (Dir., University Press)
Facult Senate Re resentative
To Be Announced

Term Ends
2002
2000
2001
2000
2001
2002
2002
2002
2000
2001
2001
2000

FACULTY-STUDENT COMMITTEES:
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
Term Ends
Faculty Members
2000
Kishore Gawande (Economics)
Gregory Gleason (Political Science)
2000
Administrative Member: Voting
Fernando Maresma (Latin American & Iberian
Institute)
Ex-Officio Member: Non Voting
Waafa Bilal (Dir., International Center)
Student Members
1 ASUNM
1 ASUNM Senator
2GPSA
Faculty Senate Representative
To Be Announced
STUDENT CONDUCT
Faculty Members
*Kathryn Dieruf (Orthopaedics)
*Dirk Gibson (Comm & Journ)
*Edward Libby (Internal Medicine)
**Christabel Rendall (Psychiatry)
**Joel Seltzer (Psychiatry)
*Diane Viens (Nursing)
4 vacancies
Student Members

Term Ends
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000

697

FACULTY COMMITTEES 1999-2000
5ASUNM
5GPSA
At Large Members
4 Faculty or students nominated by Dean of
Students
Faculty Senate Representative
To Be Announced
STUDENT PUBLICATIONS BOARD
Faculty Members
Term Ends
2001
*Susan Awe (Parish Library)
-sharon Warner (English)
2001
Journalism Member
1 Unaffiliated with UNM, selected by the
President of the NM Press Association
Staff or Administrator
1 (selected by the University President)
Ex-Officio Members: Non Voting
All editors & business managers of the student
publications
Student Members
1 ASUNM Senator nominated by ASUNM Vice
President
1 Undergraduate elected by all journalism
majors
2 Undergraduates selected by ASUNM
President
1 Graduate nominated by GPSA President
Faculty Senate Representative
To Be Announced
STUDENT UNION BOARD
Faculty Members
Nancy Pistorius (Fine Arts)
One vacancy
Administrative Members: Voting
Randy Boeglin (Dean of Students)
Eliseo Torres (VP, Student Affairs)
Alumnus Member
To Be Announced
Ex-Officio Member: Non Voting
Walter Miller (Dir., Student Union)
Student Members
2 Undergraduates
1 Graduate
1 Student Senator
Faculty Senate Representative
To Be Announced

Term Ends
2000
2001

GENERAL FACULTY COMMITTEES:
ACADEMIC FREEDOM & TENURE
Faculty Members
Term
Colston Chandler (Physics & Astron)
Harold Delaney (Psychology)
Eva Encinias-Sandoval (Theatre & One)
Les McFadden (Earth & Plan Sci)
Elizabeth Rapaport (Law)
Melvin Yazawa (History)
7 To Be Elected

Ends
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2001

COMMITTEE ON GOVERNANCE
Faculty Members
Term
Mary Harris (lndiv, Fam & Comm Ed)
Jane Slaughter (History)
Holly Waldron (Psychology)
2 To Be Elected

Ends
2000
2001
2000
2002

OTHER COMMITTEES:
KUNM RADIO BOARD
Faculty Members
Term Ends
Maya Elrick (Earth & Planetary Sci)
2000
2000
Richard Schaefer (Comm & Journ)
Staff Member Appointed by President, Staff
Council
Dorothy Peterson (Health Sci, Ethics Prog) 2000
4 Community Members elected by the staff and
Subscribers
3 At-Large Members Appointed by the Provost
3 Student Members
2ASUNM
1 GPSA
3 Ex-Officio Members
KUNM Ops Staff
KUNM Volunteer Rep
General Manager
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*

Unit prepares/submits
with Form C/D

A. Summary of previous program requirements to be changed:
All three degree programs in the Civil Engineering Department: Civil Engineering ,
Construction Engineering and Construction Management, have historically had up to
five courses that were labelled "Humanities and Social Science Elective," without
without further amplification . The students were free to choose any course ,in
the humanities and social sciences, subject to some general requirements that
were promulagated for the entire School of Engineering .

B: Summary of new program requirements with proposed change(s):
The department is proposing to label those previously undefined "Humanities
and Social Science Elective" courses so as to conform with the new University
Core Curriculum. For instance, rather than calling a course , "H&SS elective,"
we would now call it " Core Fine Arts Elective " or "Second Language Elective."
Those changes are summarized in the attached forms . This proposal does not
change the number of hours nor any other requirements for our degree programs .

THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL WITHOUT QUALIFICATION.

0

THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL WITH THE FOLLOWING QUALIFICATIONS:

Approval:

70

For "Curriculum in Constmction Management," see attached curriculum sheet. A
separate Fonn C is being processed to change this curriculum. lJNM core curriculum
requirements are incorporated therein. A reference copy of this fonn is also attached.

704
Attachment to Form C, Degree/Program Change for Civil Engineering, Construction
Engineering and Construction Management Programs to implement UNM's core
curriculum requirements.
The following changes need to be made in the catalog of classes:

~326
~

-

1. Under the headings "Curriculum in Civil Engineering, First Year-First Semester,"
delete "H & SS elective" and add "Core Humanities elective." Credit hours remain
the same.

3;.,~
P P . ~2. Under heading, "Second Year-First Semester," delete "H & SS elective" and add
"Core Fine Arts elective." Credit hours remain the same.

3. Under the heading, "Second Year-Second Semester," delete "H & SS elective" and
add "Core Humanities elective." Credit hours remain the same.
4. Under the heading, "Fourth Year - Second Semester," delete the last two lines, "H &
SS elective" and "H & SS elective" and replace with "Core Social and Behavioral
Sciences elective" and "Core Second Language elective." Credit hours remain the
same.
5. Under "Notes," delete entire sentence and replace with the following, "Specific core
requirements and allowable courses are given on pages _ _ of this catalog."
~ 3..z,=r6. Under "Curriculum in Construction Engineering," after "First Year-First Semester"
delete "H & SS elective" and add "Core Humanities elective." Credit hours remain
the same.
7.

Under "First Year-Second Semester," delete "H & SS elective" and add "Core Fine
Arts elective." Credit hours remain the same.

8. Under "Second Year-Second Semester," delete "H & SS elective," and add, "Core
Humanities elective." Credit hours remain the same.
9. Under Fourth Year-First Semester," delete "H & SS elective" and add "Core Second
Language elective." Credit hours remain the same.
IO. Under "Fourth Year-Second Semester" delete "H & SS elective" and add "Core
Social and Behavioral Science elective." Credit hours remain the same.
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C.

Rev i s i ons are proposed in r espon se t o feedback from the Ameri can Council for
0Ill
Constru ction Education ( ACCE ), the accredi t ing age n c y for this prog ram , and
iii
i n dustry and student s. See att ac he d memorandum a n d proposed curriculum sheet .
0
Th e ~~w c ur r i c v l um wa s a pprove~ by the Ci vi l En g inee ring Depart ment faculty on ll/2p

Reason(SJ for Request (attach additiolfal sheets 1f necessary).

~

8.

See a t tac hme nts .
UNM's n ew c ore curri c ulum r equireme n ts are being incorporated
h ere in . See ch a n ges to c ur ricul um sheet• Two n e w courses are b-~ing added to
the p r ogr am : CE 356 (building construc ti on materials) a nd CE 475 (construction
s afet y) . New Co urse Request forms have been initiated (copie s attac hed ) .
Library Impact Statement. Name of librarian consulted and attached signed impact statement. (If necessary)
CIRT Impact Statement. Name of individual consulted and attached signed impact statement. (If necessary)
Budgetary and Faculty Load Implications (attach statements). Long-range planning statement.
Does this change affect in a significant way, any other departmental programs/branch campuses? Yes__ No...L_
If yes, have you resolved these issues with department/branch involved? NIA
(attach statement)
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Faculty Senate Curricula Committee
Report and Recommendation
Department proposing change
Program to be changed

Date 412 1

Civil Engineering Department

Construct ion Management
.. Limit to one page only
* Unit prepares/submits
with Form C/D

Individual initiating change Gerald W. May for Deborah J . Fisher

A. Summary of previous program requirements to be changed:

The BS Construction Management degree pro ram is under oin
h n
our accrediting agency , the American Council for Constru
ion
as well as by industry . Several categories of courses r
in
h n
courses added . The math sequence previously M th 180,181, 245 , is to
to Math 121 , 123 , 180 and 245 . Chem 121 is to be han
to Chm Jll . Ar
courses were in the following sequence: 285, 381, 385, 1185
8?
nd 1~87 .
curriculum requires the following : Arch . 104 , 285 , 381, 382 plu th
two CE/Architecture electives . Civil Engineerin
our s pr viou ly

rin

283 , 270 , 277 , 350 , 470 , 495 , 472 , 477, 478 , 495 471 479 ,
requirements are : CE 277: 283, 350 , 356 , 472 , 475, l, 77 , l178,
Courses now called Humanities and Social Sci nee El ctiv s
administered in the School of Engineerin .

r

from

B: Summary of new program requirements with proposed change(s):
The new program has the same total number of hours r quir d for h
r
Th
changes are summarized on the current and propos d h ts ·ncl a
n his pc){
The changes are i n the math , architecture and Civil En in rin s qu nces listed
above . Human iti es and Social Science electives hav b en r nam d so s to com 1
with the Unive r s i ty Core Curriculum requir ments . Th ch ng s do not re 1 ct ny
substantially different thinking for the curriculum , but rath r volu ionary ch n
in courses that better fit the objectives of the pro ram.

THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL WITHOUT QUALIFICATION.

0

THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL WITH THE FOLLOWING QUALIFICATIONS :

Approval:
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Faculty

urricula Committee Chair Jeffrey Froehlich

Date

s
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TIIE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

CIVlL ENGINEERING

Feb ruary 1, 1 999

Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee
To:
From: T imothy J. Ward , Chairman, Civil Engineering Department · ~
Curriculum Changes for the Construction Management Prog am
Re:

The c urriculu m for the BS degree in construction management has undergone several
changes in the past few years. These changes have been made in order to comply
with recommendations from the American Council for Construction Education (ACCE),
the accrediting agency for our program, and in response to the local construction
industry and student input.
We believe these changes will satisfy the
recommendat ions of our accrediting agency and the needs of the construction industry
and students to provide a comprehensive, appropriate and meaningful education in the
f ield of construction management.
The proposed curriculum changes were approved by the Department of Civ il
Eng ineering Curriculum Committee on September 1 5 , 1 998, and forwarded to the full
faculty for approval. On November 20, 1998, the departmental faculty voted to
approve the proposed curriculum.
In reviewing these changes, it is important to note that the department offers both a
BS in construction engineering and a BS in construction management. These are two
distinct degrees, with different requirements and different accrediting agencies. The
changes proposed for the BS in construction management are needed for the following
reasons: 1) to satisfy a request from the accrediting agency that the curriculum be
changed to distinguish it from the BS in construction engineering, and 2) in response
to input from the local construction industry and prospective students to provide a
more comprehensive , meaningful and appropriate degree program.
The proposed curriculum for a BS in construction management (BSCM) will require no
additional resources or faculty. Most of the changes are changes in course
requirements consistent with a heavier emphasis on management rather than
engineering. The current and proposed curriculum sheets for the construction
management degree are attached to Form C. The changes to the proposed curriculum
follow:

---- - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ ~ - - -- -- - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - Phone (505)277-2722 • FAX (505)27_7_-1_s_s_s _ _ _ _~ - - - - - - - - - -

Chemistry
Chemistry 111 L is substituted for Chemistry 121 L. Chemistry 111 L is the appropriate
level needed for students who have a greater emphasis in the area of management
rather than the higher level Chemistry 121 L needed for the more technical engineering
focus.
Math
The math requirement is changed to require Math 1 21 (college algebra), Math 180
(calculus) and Math 123 (trigonometry) instead of Math 180 and 1 81. Math 1 80 is
sufficient to give students the tools needed for subsequent courses. Math 123 is
included because it would be needed for the surveying course (CE 283).
Science
Earth and Planetary Sciences 101 (introduction to geology) is being added to meet the
requirements of ACCE for an additional science class. It is more applicable to the field
of construction management than other science courses.
Computer Science
Computer Science 150 (computers for business students) is substituted for Computer
Science 1 51 . Again, this change reflects on the management nature of the degree.
Construction management students have a greater need to learn the operation of
personal computers and certain business applications as is done in CS 150, than to
learn to program in different languages as is done in Computer Science 1 51 .
Miscellaneous
UNM's core requirements have been incorporated by changing the required Humanities
and Social Science electives to two core Humanities electives, one core second
language elective and one core Fine Arts elective. Economics 105 and English 21 9
have been retained as specified courses. Requirements for courses, such as
Architecture 385 and 487 (environmental controls I and II), are replaced with general
architecture electives to allow the student to have a broader range of courses from
which to choose, depending on his/her field of interest. Two new courses, CE 356
(building construction materials) and CE 475 (construction safety) are being added.
CE 270L (construction materials lab), which deals primarily with concrete testing, is
being deleted as a requirement and replaced with CE 356, a course that provides a
more comprehensive understanding of construction building materials. CE 4 7 5 is being
added as a new requirement in response to ACCE and industry feedback regarding the
need for a safety course. New Course Request Forms have been sent under separate
cover. In addition, course titles for non-engineering classes in the proposed curriculum
sheet have been updated to correspond to current titles. The above, proposed changes
have no negative budgetary or faculty load implications. No additional funding or
faculty will be necessary .
. Attachments

Phone (505)277-2722 • FAX (505)277-1988

DEGREE/PROGRAM CHANGE
FORMC
Date:

Routing (All four copies)
1. Dean of Library Services (if neccessary)
CIP CODE
2. CIRT (Comp & Inform Res & Tech), (if necessary)
3. College Curriculum Committee (if necessary)
1 _____
4. College or School Faculty
A11lgned br
, . , ~\ College or School Dean/Director of Instruction
~ A1~091■1, Pr.ovo~ j \ .: iJv FS Graduate Committee (if applicable)
L ~ -~~j\c~ffJllrs · 7. FS Curricula Committee
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n
8. Associate Provost for Academic Affairs
jji.~ \J ~':'.J - 9. Faculty Senate
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A. Gabriel Melendez
(Name of individual initiating curricular change form)

Graduate o~rector
(Title , position, telephone number)
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Graduate Minors have been approved by the Faculty Senate. The present revision
spec~fies requirements for a graduate minor i n American Studies at the M.A. level.,I
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Library Impact Statement. Name of librarian consulted and attached signed impact statement. (If necessary)
CIRT Impact Statement. Name of individual consulted and attached signed impact statement. (If necessary)
Budgetary and Faculty Load Implications (attach statements}. Long-range planning statement.
Does this change affect in a significant way, any other departmental programs/branch campuses? Yes__ No_x_
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Faculty Senate Curricula Committee
Report and Recommendation
Department proposing change_A_m_e_r_i_c_a_n_S_t_u_d_ie_s_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Date 4 / 6 / 99
Program to be changed

To include provisions for a graduate mino

Individual initiating change_V_e_r_a_N_o_rw_o_o_d_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

* Limit to one page only
* Unit prepares/submits

with Form CID
A. Summary of previous program requirements to be changed:
Graduate minors have been approved by the Faculty Senate. The faculty
of American Studies agreed to add an option for taking a minor to our
catalogue copy.

B: Summary of new program requirements with proposed change(s):
Graduate students from outside the department may now complete a minor
in the department by taking a specified number of courses. Graduate
students inside the department are also given the option to seek
a minor in another department.

THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL WITHOUT QUALIFICATION.

0

THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL WITH THE FOLLOWING QUALIFICATIONS:

Approval:

Degree/Program Change
FormC

Requirements for Graduate Minor in American Studi
[Part A]
The "declared minor" in American Studies is onJy available for M t r' 1 vcl tud n at
present. To complete the minor students must complete 9 hours of 5 -1 vel ur
(seminars) under Plan I. Under Plan II students need 12 hours of 5 -1 v I ur
Under either plan, 1-3 hours of Independent Study with a faculty member in Am ri · n
Studies can count toward the minor. AmSt 500
i a r tricted cour e nd d e n L
count toward the minor.
[Part B]
American Studies graduate students who wish to do a minor in an th rd partm nl h uld
do so in consultation with their academic advisor and should contact th oth rd partm m
for specific guidelines for the minor. Faculty members in Ameri an tudi m y pl t
waive their right to serve on a committee of studies outside American tudie . Plan I
students may take no more than 9 hours of graduate course work in n th
· I
department and Plan II students may do no more than 15 hour f gradu l
any other single department.

DEGREE/PROGRAM CHANGE
FORMC
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6. FS Graduate Committee (if applicable)
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8. Associate Provost for Academic Affairs
9. Faculty Senate

Nutrition/Dietetics - IFACE
(Department/Division/Program/Branch)

* Plan for curricular process to take at least 12 months.
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Reason(s) for Request (attach additional sheets if necessary).

To bring program into compliance of UNM core curriculum requirements
Library Impact Statement. Name of librarian consulted and attached signed impact statement. (If necessary) N/ A
CIRT Impact Statement. Name of individual consulted and attached signed impact statement. (If necessary) N/ A
Budgetary and Faculty Load Implications (attach statements). Long-range planning statement.
N/A
Does this change affect in a significant way, any other departmental programs/branch campuses? Yes_ _ No-X,.X_
If yes, have you resolved these issues with department/branch involved? N/ A
(attach statement)
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Faculty Senate Curricula Committee
Report and Recommendation
Department proposing change __I_F_A_C_E_-_E_d_u_c_at_,_·o_n_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Dnlo 4/7 /99
Program lo be changed

Nutr it i on/0 i etet i cs

Individual initialing chnngc __K_a_r_e_n_H_e_l_le_r___________

• Limit lo Q.QQ page' only
' Unit prepares/submits
with Form C/O

A. Summary of previous program requirements to bo changed:

Implementing the core curriculum would have required adding si credit to the urr nt
curriculum. The following changes to our current cuniculum will be made.
l.

2.
3.
4.

Deleted specific requirements of Anth 130 and Ee n 105 . tudent will
take Psych 105, but can now choose from any of Lh oth r c urn
nth
Social and Ilehavioral Sciences list.
Deleted Biol 429 Molecular Cell Diology
Deleted CS 150 (or OUT 483) omputer Technol gy
Deleted Psych 220 as an allemative to ·dP y 30 .

B: Summary of new program requirements with proposed chnngc(s):

Courses to meet Core Curriculum requirement :

I.
2.
J.

4.
5.
6.
7.

Writing and Speaking - English 10 I and I02, Engli h 219
Mathematics (one course)- Math 121
Physical and Natural Sciences (require 2 course with de ignali n)
fliology 123 L, Chemistry 121 L
Social nnd Behavioral Sciences (two course)
Psychology I05, One nclditi nal cour e chosen from Ii t
Humanities (two courses chosen from list)
Second Language (one course cho en from list)
Pine Arts (one course chosen from Ii t)

'THE COMMITTEE nECOMML.:NDS APPnOV/\L WITI IOUT QU/\LIFIC/\TION.

0 n IE COMMITTEE nECOMMENDS /\PPnOV/\L WITH Tl IE FOLLOWING QUALIFIC/\TIONS :

Approval:

Nutrition-Dietetics
First Year
C & J 130
Public Speaking
Biol 123L
Bio for Hlttr Rel Sci/LabChem 121 L General Chem/Lab
College Algebra
Math 121
Math 145
Into to Statistics
Psych l 05
General Psychology·
Engl 101
Comp I: Exposition
Engl 102
Comp It Arralys & Arg
*Social & Behavioral Sci Course
*Fine Arts Course
elective

Page 1 of 2

3
4
4
3
3
3
3

3
3

3
3

32
Second Year
Nutr 21 I
Professional Dev Sem
Nutr 244
Human Nutrition
Biol 237
Human Anat& Physi I
Biol 247L
Anat & Physi Lab l
Biol 238
Human Anat& Physi II
Biol 248L
Anat & Physi Lab II
Chem 122L General Chemistry/Lab
Chem 2 I 2
Integ Org Chem & Bioch
OrChem301 303L Organfe:l
Econ 105
Intro to Macroeconomics
Engl 219
Technical Writing
C S l 50L
Computers for Business Students
Or OLIT 483 Inst Appl~ Computer Technotogy=
Humanities Elective
*Humanities Course
*Second Language Course

I
3
3
1

3
1
4
4
3

3
3
3

3
3

32
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Third Year
**Nutr 286L Quantity Food Prod
Food Service Mgt
**Nutr 287
Energy Nutr Hum Nutr
Nutr 344
Vit/Minerals Hum Nutr
Nutr 345
Pathophysiology l
Nurs 239
Pathophysiology
II
Nurs 240
Microbiol/Health Sci/Lab
Biol 2J9L
EdPsyFdn 303 Human Growth & Devel
Or Psych 220 Child Psy-ehology
Intro to Comm Health
HEd 471
~Humanities Elective Course
Electives

Page 2 of 2
3

4
3
3
3
3
4
3
3
3
3

32

Fourth Year
Nutr 320Meth in NutrEduc
3
Nutr 330L
Principles of Food Sci
4
Nutr 406
Community Nutrition
3
Nutr 424
Nutrition Life Cycle
3
Nutr 428
Clinical Nutrition Medical Nutr Therapy
3
Nutr 429L
Applied Clinical Nutrition Medical Nutr Therapy Lab 1
Nutr 445
Applied Nutr & Exer
3
Biol 429
·Molecular Cell Biology I
4
PE-P 326L
Fund Exer Physiology
3
Upper division electives (300-400 level)
6
Elective
-4-1

32
*Course chosen from core curriculum list.
**Students take equivalent course at Albuquerque Technical Vocational Institute (TVI).
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A. Summary of previous program requirements to be changed:

MA with Thesis (Plan I) to be deleted.

B: Summary of new program requirements with proposed change(s):
MA offered only without 'Ihesis option (Plan

II ).
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T he University of New Mexico
College of Education
Division of Individual, Family & Community Education
Simrson I lall
Albuquerque, NM 87131-1246
UNTVERSITY
Telephone (505) 277-4535
FAX (505) 277-8361

OF NEW MEXICO

MEMO
DATE:

March 26, 1999

TO:

Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee

FROM:

William R. Fishburn, Professor & Coordin

Thank you for the opportunity to meet with you regarding the deletion of the thesis option in the
Master' s in Counseling Degree Program. Quite a number of years ago I had the pleasure of
sitting on the University Graduate Curriculum Committee which was the predecessor to this
committee. This was prior to the institution of a faculty senate. Then, as now, one of the
primary tasks was to assure academic and disciplinary integrity. It is with this sense of collegial
responsibility that I hope to respond to your concerns.

It is important that you be aware that our graduate programs in counseling at both the master's
and the doctoral level are nationally accredited by the Council for the Accreditation of
Counseling and Related Educational Programs (CACREP). That accrediting body has
established professional cunicular guidelines to which we are required to adhere. Those
guidelines do not include nor do they suggest that a thesis be part of the professional preparation
of masters level counselors. The preparatory program is an integration of academic and clinical
course work and practica culminating in an academic year internship consisting of a minimal 600
clock hours.
Our program prepares graduates for licensing as professional counselors, under the legislative
statute authorizing the New Mexico Counseling and Therapy Licensing Board. This license is
necessary for the professional practice of counseling offered to the public. It requires a masters
degree in Counseling with prescribed course work that follows the CACREP standards, again
with no thesis requirement.
Another regulatory agency to which we are held accountable through our graduates, is the New
Mexico State Board of Education which is the licensing agency for school counselors K-12. The
State Board of Education does not require a thesis for the school counselor license.
With this background, I will now respond to the issue of a master's thesis for potential doctoral
students. There is, to my knowledge, no doctoral program in Counselor Education in The United
States which requires or suggests a masters thesis as a prerequisite for consideration and/or

acceptance into a doctoral program. Indeed, our CACREP accredited doctoral program includes
no such requirement. Our doctoral program requires a total of 94 graduate hours. 15 -18 hours
of which are in research design, methodology and statistics preparatory to dissertation endeavors.
Regarding the second issue of concerns, i.e., people who do not wish to pursue the "Vocation."
Because our Counselor Education curriculum is specifically designed for people who are focused
on a career goal of professional counseling we do not have people who "just want a degree."
Due to the intensity of clinical work in the program it is highly selective and competitive at
admission. As you know, the master's degree in counseling consists of 48 credit hours which is
substantially more than most master's degrees at the University of New Mexico require.
For the reasons I have elaborated it is respectfully requested that the master's thesis option be
deleted for counseling. I will be pleased to respond to any questions or comments.
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A. Summary of previous program requirements to be changed :
The restructuring of the Ph.D. in Romance Languages in order to create a doctoral
program specifically in French Studies involves changes in the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

name of program and degree
major fields and areas of specialization
the existing course requirements
the existing foreign language requirements
the existing split major
the existing double major
reading lists for comprehensive exams
comprehensive examinations

B: Summary of new program requirements with proposed change(s) :
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

The new Ph.D. makes the existing subfields of French and Spanish into distinct and
separate administrative entities and degree programs
Plan of course work is established in consultation with the Committee on Studies
Students are required to have two other foreign languages determined by their area of
specialization
The new Ph.D. in French Studies requires 54 credit hours for a major, exclusive of
dissertation hours; students who elect a minor will have 48 hours of French and 12
hours of elective minor for a total of 60 hours
There is no longer a split major or a double major
Students at the Ph.D. level devise their own reading lists for their comprehensive
exams with half of the items chosen in consultation with their exam committee
Comprehensive exams have three parts: a presentation on the cultural and theoretical
context of the dissertation; a four-hour written exam; a colloquium with the exam
committee reviewing the dissertation proposal
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This is a proposal to divide the current Ph.D. in Romance
Languages into two distinct degrees: a Ph .D. in Spanish and a
Ph.D. in French. This proposal reflects the programmatic and
administrative direction in the respective units. Since the
split of the former Department of Modern & Classical Languages
into the Department of Spanish and Portuguese and the Department
of Foreign Language & Literatures, the administration of the old
Ph.D. in Romance Languages has become unwieldy and coordination
of our programs has proven ineffective. Each department has
taken on the administration of its own segment of the degree and
both departments agree that there is no reason for maintaining a
common diploma. The Ph.D. in Romance Languages was created in
the 1960's as a general degree administered by the Department of
Modern & Classical Languages. In reality, the degree was an
umbrella structured so as to allow a specialization in one of
five areas (French, Portuguese, Spanish Peninsular literature,
Latin American literature and Spanish linguistics), thus m king
the term "Romance Languages" a misnomer. The current proposal
will correct that misrepresentation and give a clear title to
prospective doctoral candidates (the attached flyer in a recent
example of the need for clear nomenclature in these ti le); this
clarification should help with recruitment of graduate students
as well as with the placement of graduates in departments of
Spanish and French. For these reasons, we are requesting a
formal division of the Ph.D. in Romance Languages into two
distinct and distinguishable degrees. The French faculty is
submitting in conjunction with the present Form C another Form C
to define the Ph.D. in French as well as a series of Form B's to
create the courses that will make the French program a viable and
attractive entity. Since this request is a simple administrative
restructuring, it has no implications for the library, nor CIRT
nor faculty loads and budget.

Walter Putnam, Chair, FLL
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The graduate faculty in French wishes to propose for the
Ph.D. in French Studies a course of study that meets 11
university requirements as described in the current Grad ate
Bulletin. We intend to offer a degree that is in keeping with
current national trends and one that will hold our graduates in
good stead in tomorrow's job market. In addition to the general
requirements for all Ph.D.'s, the department specifies the
following:
1. Each student must complete a minimum total o 54
semester hours of coursework for the Ph.D. including
transfer credit but exclusive of dissertation hours.
Normally, a minimum of 24 hours of this total will be taken
after the M.A. is completed.
2. A student may declare a minor after approval from the
committee on studies. Students with a dee ared minor mus
complete 48 hours of coursework in the major field of study
and 12 hours in the minor field.
3. Each student must demonstrate a reading knowledge of two
other languages besides French and English.
4. Each student must assemble a committee on studies
composed of three UNM faculty members before the nd o the
second semester of the Ph.D. program. The committee w'll
meet regularly with the student to develop a program sui e
to his or her own needs and interests; the commi te holds
authority over each student's program and my require
specific courses dictated by a student's schol rly interests
and goals. The committee on studies will guide the
candidate in forming an appropriate committee to dminis er
comprehensive examinations as well as to plan and carry out
the dissertation.
s. All Ph.D. candidates in French Studies are advised to
gain teaching experience as well as experience in
Frenchspeaking environment as part of their professional training.
This proposal has no implications for the library, nor CIRT nor
faculty loads and budget since all necessary elements are in
place at present. The French faculty has agreed on a revised
listing for courses offered through the department; the attached
list of titles is indicative of the program's content and
direction.

(

Walter Putnam, Chair, FLL

72
3/99
Catalog copy for Ph.D. in French tudi s:

The Department of Foreign Languages & Literatures offers a Ph.D. in French tudi .
Students are admitted on the basis of their past records and futur promis fo r
scholarship. The admission committee also takes into consideration th xpr
d ti Id
of research with an eye to suitable faculty guidance and dir ction. Pot ntial applicant
are encouraged to contact the Department for more individual advi em nt.

D gr m
Applicants to the Ph.D. program are expected to have compl t d a
French or its equivalent. UNM students who wish to pursu doctoral tudi mu t ubmit
a written plan. All applicants are expected to have taken at l ast on cour in critic l
theory.
In addition to the general requirements for all Ph.D. s th d partm nt p cifi

th

following:
1. Each student must complete a minimum total of 54 m
coursework for the Ph.D. including transfer er dit but e lusi
n
hours. Normally, a minimum of24 hours of this total ill b t
is completed.
2. A student may declare a minor after appro al from the c mmitt
Students with a declared minor must comp let 48 h urs of c ur
niajor fi~ld of study and 12 hours in the minor field.
4-Z. Each student rp.ust assemble a committ on studies comp d ofthr
faculty members before the end of the second s m ster of th h.D. pro am.
To~ ·committee will meet regularly with th student to de lop a program uit d to
his or her own neeps and interests· the committee holds authority ov r ach
student's program and may require specific cour
dictated by a tud nt
scholarly interest ¥}d goals. The committee on studies ill guid th candida in
forming an appropriate committee to administer comprehensiv xaminations as
well as to plan anq carry out the dissertation.
6/. All Ph.D. candidates in Frenc~ tudies are advi~ed to ~ain teaching
experience as well as experience ma French-speaking envrronment as part o
their professional training.
'
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5. College or School Dean/Director of Instruction
6. FS Graduate Committee (if applicable)
7. FS Curricula Committee
8. Associate Provost for Academic Affairs
9. Faculty Senate
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407.

580.

Translation. (3)
Prerequisites: 301 or 302

443.

Speech & Heari n g Scieoc e~£:.G

Special Topics. (3) 6
Teaching of French. (3)
(Also offered as CIMTE 440)
Offered on a CR/NC basis only.

Women Writers. (3)

A

Gender and Sexuality. (3)

588.

Genre Studies. (3)

Undergraduate Degree Program
A

Master's Thesis. (1-6 hrs./semester)
Offered on a CR/NC basis only.

Teaching Practicum. ( 1)

600.

One Author 's Oeuvre. (3)

501.

History of the French Language. (3)

610.

Introduction in Theory. (3)

512.

Medieval Studies. (3)

611.

Type

A

Topics in Theory. (3)

Minor
Concentration
A

~

699.

~

Dissertation. (3, 6, 9, 12 hrs./semester)
Offered on a CR/NC basis only.
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Give exact title and requirements as they should appear in the catalog. See current catalog for format within the respective college
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A

Undergraduate
degree only

D
D
D

Department

Introduction to Research Methods. ( 1-3)

Renaissance Studies. (3)

g ~()\..1.,

0

M. S.

Degree

Certificate

Special Topics. (3)
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2 Ji. P<a.'-n1or curricular process to take at least 12 months.

NEW:

Film. (3)

511.
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Mark appropriate category

Practicum in Theater. (1-3)

500.

505.
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A

Major

502.

~

Mark appropriate Program:

586.

599.
465.

Colonial and Postcolonial Studies. (3) 6

(Department1Division1Program/Branchl

584.
440.
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Interim Chair

A

(Tille. pos~ion. telephone number)

582.
41 1.

Cultural Studies. (3)
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520.

French Thought. (3)

522.

17th Century Studies. (3)

A.

523.

18 th Century Studies. (3)

A

A

Reason(s) for Request (attach additional sheets if necessary).

542.

-

th

19 Century Studies. (3)

To

reduce uncertainty.

A

552

20th Century Studies. (3) ~

570.

Seminar in French Studies. (3)

575.

Graduat_e _Problems. ( 1-6 hrs.Isemester)
Prereqws1te: permission of instructor.
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Faculty Senate Curricula Committee
Report and Recommendation
Department proposing change

S P e e ch & Hear in g

Program to be changed Ma s t er o f
Individual initiating change K .

s c i enc es

S c i enc e Deg re e

D • Fran d s en ,

Int er i m ch air

Date

1 l / l / 98

• Limit to one page only
• Unit prepares/submits
with Form C/D

A. Summary of previous program requirements to be changed:

N/A

B: Summary of new program requirements with proposed change(s):
The purpose of this Form C is to make previously existing
requirements for the Master of Science Degree in Speech & Hearing
Sciences, with concentrations in Audiology (AUD) and Speech-Language
Pathology(SLP), explicit in the Catalog copy. Prior to the addition
of this information, students were instructed to obtain printed
versions of these requirements from the departmental graduate
advisor(s).
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A. Summary of previous program requirements to be changed:
All of the proposed revisions are in accordance to then w Univ. co

ur i ulum .

8: Summary of new program requirements with proposed change(s):

The Gene r al Education Re qui r ements increased from 54 to 57 er di

~ H E COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL WITHOUT QUALIFICATION.
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THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL WITH THE FOLLOWING OUALIFICATIO S:

Approval:

hours .

Memo
From: Mike Hammes, Health Education
Date: 3-9-99
TI1e History Requirement is mandated b SB 106

School Health Education
First Year 35 credit hours
HED 164 First Aid
HED 171 Personal Health Mgt
Engl l Ol Comp I: Exposition
Sci Elect Set from Univ Cor Curr
Soc & Behav Sci Sci from Univ Cor Curr
Fine Arts Elect Sel from Univ Cor Curr
Hist 101 or 161
Sci Elect Set from Univ Cor Curr
Engl 102 Comp Tl : Ana ls & Arg

3
3

3
4
6
6

4

3

2 nd Year 33 credit hours
Math 145 preferred or select from Univ Core Curr 3

RED 260 Fds. Of Health Prom
Bio 136 Hum. Anat. & Phys
Nutr. 244 Human Nutrition
Engl 219 Technical Writing
Foreign Lang Set from Univ Core Curr
Bio Set from Univ Cor Curr
HED 212 Fund of Hum Sexuality
HED 24 7 Consumer Health
Hist 102 or 162
Engl Elect Sel from Univ Core Curr
HED 209 Ed for AIDS Prevent

3
3
3
3
3
-l
I

3
3

I

3rd

Year 34 credit hours
HED 306 Conflict Mediation
PsyFd. 303 Hnman Growth & Dev.
Hist Course Elect Sel from Univ Core Curr
HED 345 Prof Appl HED
HED 310 Injury Prevention
HED 321 Violence Prevcntfon
HED 362 Theory & Skills Ad Dev
HED 333 Ment/Emot Hlth Inter Reial
HED 4 79 Comp Sch Hlth Ed
OUT 421 Prod & Util InstrMtls
HED 445 Str Prev of Subs Use
PsyFd. 310 Learn and Classroom
General Ed. Elective

I
3
6

3
1
J
2
3

l
3
l
3
6

41" Year 26 credit hours

HED 45 l Tea Str Curr HED Dev
HED 482 Hit Prom Mulcul Set
HED 471 Intro to Comm Hlth
HED 481 Pre Student Teaching
Gen Ed Elective Set from Uni Core Curr
HED 489 Student Teaching
HED Electives

2
3

3
2
5
8
3

total 128
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Library Impact Statement. Name of librarian consulted and attached signed impact statement. (If necessary)
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Does this change affect in a significant way, any other departmental programs/branch campuses? Yes__ No~
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Faculty Senate Curricula Committee
Report and Recommendation
Department proposing change Individual Family
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Community Education

Date April 9 , 1999

Community Heal th Education
Limit to one page only
* Unit prepares/submits
with Form CID

*

Individual initiating change---'M=.1=·c.._.h-=a=e""""l~H-=a=mm=es"'-------------

A. Summary of previous program requirements to be changed :
All of the proposed revisions are i n accordance to the new Univ . core curriculum.

B: Summary of new program requirements with proposed change(s):

The General Education Requiremen ts i ncreased from 48 to 49 credit hours .

THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL WITHOUT QUALIFICATION.

0

THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL WITH THE FOLLOWING QUALIFICATIONS:

\.2,A
nate Curricula Committee Chair

Date

P:~

13
Community Health Educatjon
I st yr 35 credits
3
HED 164 Standard First Aid
HED 171 Personal Hlth Mgt
3
3
Engl 10 I Comp I: Exposition
*Social & Behavioral Sciences Set from Univ Core Curr
6
Physical & Natural Sci Set from Univ Core Curr
8
3
Comm & Joum 130 Public Speaking
Anth 130 Cultures of the World
3
3
Engl 102 Comp IT: Analys & Arg
Math 145 Intro to Statistics Preferred or sel from Univ Core Curr 3
2nd Yr 34 credits
Engl 219 Technical Writing
HED 260 Fds of Hlth Prom
Bio 136 Human Anatomy
Nutr 244 Human Nutrition
HED 24 7 Consumer HltJ1
Foreign Lang Sel from Univ Curr
HED 209 Ed for AIDS Prevent
Physical & Natural Sciences Se! from Univ Core Curr
Fine Arts Set from Univ Core Curr
Humanties Set from Univ Core Curr

3
3
3
3
1

3
I
8
3
6

3rd Yr 30 credits
PsyFd 303 Human Growth & Dev
Psych 210 Educational Psychology
Psych 230 Adjustment & Inter Relations
Psych 331 Psychology of Personality
HED 345 Prof Appl HED
Comm & Joum(upper division elective)
HED 310 Injury Prevcntfon
HED 321 Violence Prevention
HED 306 Conflict Mediation
HED 333 Ment/Emot HltJ1 Inter Reial
Soc 322 Social Epidemiology
General Education Elective
41h Yr 29 credits
OUT 483 Inst Appl: Com Tech
OUT 421 Prod & Util of Instr Mat
HED 471 Intro to Comm Hlth
HED 495 Field Experience
HED 495 JI Field Experience
HED 451 Teach Str & Curr Dev
HED 482 Hlth Prom Mullcul Set
HED Electives
General Electives

3
3
3
3
3
3
1
1
1

3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
2
3
6

3

Total 128 credit hours

*excluding any course from tJ1e Social & Behavioral Sciences tJ1at are listed in the program of studies.
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Faculty Senate Curricula Committee
Report and Recommendation
Department proposing change

MEDIA ARTS PRcx.;RAM

Date

3/23/99

------------------------------------------ * Limit to one page only

Program to be changed

1ndivid uaI initiating change

B.A. Media Arts

Ira Jaffe, Head, Media Arts

* Unit prepares/submits
with Form CID

A. Summary of previous program requirements to be changed: .·
from page 373
1 Courses outside the major: a. Core curriculum adjustments: add 220 English Expository writing.
c. Adjust to compensate for above change in curriculum
2. Courses in Media Arts: changes in numbering of 300 and 400 level courses to reflect accurate levels of
difficulty. *400 courses changed to a 500 number to separate graduates from undergraduates. Other
500 courses added to existing classes. Renumbering of: 218, 331, 410, 428, 433, 434, 435
new numbers: 380, 431,310, 530, 333, 334, 335
Delete 436, Science fiction. Add new senior project course 498
b. Flexible hours to allow students to take more production courses if desired.
c. Flexible hours in history, criticism and theory electives to adjust to above change.
(The following changes will not affect the undergraduate curriculum)
Add graduate courses: 526, 528, 531, 532
Renumbering of *400 level courses to include graduate credit: 509, 510, 512, 529, 534, 535
tl: Summary of new program requirements with proposed change(s):

B.
la. add English 220, increase required hours from 48 to 49
le. decrease required hours from 14 to 13 to compensate for above change
2a. Delete 428 (number changed to 530); change 331 to 431; add course 498
2b chanoe total hours from 9 to range of9-15; change 218 to 380
2c chan;e total hours from 21 to range of 15-21; change 410 to 31 O; change 433, 434 and 435 to 333, 334
and 335. Delete 436
Delete last paragraph of text on page 373

'g(
0

THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL WITHOUT QUALIFICATION.
THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL WITH THE FOLLOWING QUALIFICATIONS:

.2A~"5$
Date

73
Reasons:
* Adjusting to core curriculum by adding English 220 and one h ur lab.
* Adding MA 498 serves to summarize and review th o rail a
mpli hm nt

*
*

*
*

h
student majoring in the Media Arts Program; also to b u d a ut om as ssment.
Deleting 428 because the number has changed to 530 and tak n nl fi r raduat
credit. This deletion will not limit the choices in Media Arts I tiv s.
Variable 9-15 hours in production and I 5-21 hours in hist ry critici m nd th r i
to allow each Media Arts student great r fl ibility in the numb r of credit r quir d
in these categories.
Deleting 436 Science Fiction because faculty is no 1 ng r aila l t t "ch thi
course.
Renumbering of300 and 400 level courses to accurat ly r f1 t lcv I f diffi ult ·
and add 500 levels to clearly distingui h graduate I v 1 rcquir m nt ·.
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Faculty Senate Curricula Committee
Report and Recommendation
Department proposing change___
MED
__
IA_ARTS
_ _P_R!_CG_RAM
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Date
Program to be changed

undergraduate minor

Individual initiating change

Ira Jaffe, Head, Media Arts

3 / 23 /99

* Limit to one page only
• Unit prepares/submits
with Form C/D

A. Summary of previous program requirements to be changed:

page 374

2. b. Courses in Media Arts: changes in numbering of 300 and 400 level courses to reflect accurate levels
of difficulty. *400 courses changed to a 500 number to separate graduates from undergraduates. Other
500 courses added to existing classes. Renumbering of: 218, 331, 410, 428, 433, 434, 435
new numbers: 380, 43 I, 3 IO, 530,333,334,335
Delete 436, Science fiction.

B: Summary of new program requirements with proposed change(s):

2 b.
change 410 to 31 O; 433 to 333; 434 to 334; 435 to 335; 331 to 431
delete 428 and 436

~THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL WITHOUT QUALIFICATION.

0

THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL WITH THE FOLLOWING QUALIFICATIONS:

Approval:

2Ll Ma..)99
Date

' 1
IVIinor in Media Arts

b.

b. 12 hour in hi t ry riti i m and th
from 11 0, 211 212 ( IO] 330, 3 2
334, 335), 41 2 [~][43 1] and 7. 12

Reason:

Remove MA 428, number changed to graduate 1 v I A 530
undergraduate course MA 330. This change will n t limi the
Renumber 331 to 431, 433-435 to 333-335 and 410 to 310
Delete 436
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e. Associate Provost for Academic Affairs
9. Faculty Senate
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* Plan for curricular process to take at least 12 months.
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To adjust the BA degree requirements
to conform to the core curriculum and to specify Engl 220, Expository Writin9,
as part of writing and speaking for this degree.

Reason(s) for Request (attach additional sheets If necessary).
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A. Summary of previous program requirements to be changed:

Bachelor of Arts in Music degree with 6 hours selected from the College of Fine Arts (other than
music education), 21 hours selected outside the major (other than music education), and 39 hour
selected from the College of Arts and Sciences.

B: Summary of new program requirements with proposed change(s):

Bachelor of Arts in Music degree with 6 hours selected from the College of Fine Arts, 20 hour
selected outside the major (other than music education), and 40 hours selected from the College
of Arts and Sciences. English 220, Expository Writing, i required for this degree. The
adjustments allow the student to fulfil core curriculum requirements.
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THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL WITHOUT QUALIFICATION.

THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL WITH THE FOLLOWING QUALIFICATIONS:

Facu

Bachelor of Arts in Mu.sic
1997-99 Catalog, page 376:

Revi ed Bachelor of rt lo
1999-2001
C t lo :

Music B.A.
1.

maJ r:

1.

Courses outside the major:
a. 39 hours selected from courses offered by the
departments of the College of Arts and Sciences,
including general education requirements (see
Fine Arts Graduation Requirements 6);

u i

a.

39
b. 6 hours selected from programs other than Music
Education in the College of Fine Arts {Theatre and
Dance, Art and Art History, Film/Television, and
Fine Arts) or from the School of Architecture and
Planning:
6

[

b.

6 hours

c. 21 additional hours selected from courses offered
by any college, Including Fine Arts, but not Including any courses In Music or Music Education. 21
Subtotal
66

partmen
Theatre and
pr gram.]
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du ati n.
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A. Summary of previous program requirements to be changed:

Bachelor of Music degree with 6 hours selected from the College of Fine Arts, 12 hours elected
outside the major, and 30 hours selected from the CoJiege of Arts and Science . Specific
requirements included Physics I 08 for music composition majors and 18 hours of language for
vocal performance majors.

B: Summary of new program requirements with proposed change(s):

Bachelor of Music degree with 6 hours selected from the College of Fine Arts, 8 hours selected
outside the major, and 34 hours selected from the College of Arts and Sciences. Specific
requirements included Physics 108 for music composition majors and 18 hours of language for
vocal performance majors. In the case of composition majors, only 5 credit can be selected
outside the major since 37 hours will be required in the College of Arts and Sciences. In the case
of vocal performance majors, the language requirement means 49 credits are taken in the College
of Arts and Sciences and O credits selected from courses outside the major.

~ THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL WITHOUT QUALIFICATION.
0 THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL WITH THE FOLLOWING QUALIFICATIONS:

Approval:

Facul

147
Bachelor of Music
1997-99 Catalog, page 376:

Revised Bachelor of Music
1999-2001 UNM Catalog:

All &tudents In any program leading to the Bachelor of Music.
degree must complete the following curriculum:
1. Courses outside the major:
a. 30 hours selected from courses offered by departments of the College of Arts and Sciences lnclud·
Ing general education requirements (see Fine Arts
Graduation Requirements 6.) Specific requirements Include Physics 108 (composition majors
only); and majors In vocal perfonnance must complete 18 hours In some combination of French,
German, and Italian. These wlll partially satisfy
the college requirements for courses outside the
major.
30
Subtotal
b. 6 hours selected from other departments of the
College of Fine Arts (art, art history, dance, media
arts, fine arts, and theatre) or from the School of
Architecture and Plannlngj
Subtotal
6
c. 12 additional hours selected from courses outsk:le
the major offered by any college, Including Fine

1.

Courses outside the major:
a.
f34-49] hours selected from courses
offered by departments of the
College of Arts and Sciences, including
[core curriculum] requirements (see
Fine Arts Graduation Requirements 6. ).
[Specific requirements include
Engl 220. See exceptions listed below.]
[34-49]
b.

6 hours selected from [Fine Arts outside
the major including 3 hours chosen from
Art History 101,201,202, Dance 105,
Media Arts 210, Theatre 122, or one
three-credit studio course offered by the
Departments of Art and Art History,
Theatre and Dance, and the Media Arts
program.]
6

c.

(0-8] additional hours selected from courses
outside the major offered by any college,
including Fine Arts, [but not including
courses in Music or Music Education.] (0-8]

Arts.
Subtotal

12
48

Subtotal

[48-55]

[EXCEPTIONS TO THE ABOVE:
Majors in vocal performance must complete
18 hours in some combination of French, German,
and Italian. This will increase hours in Arts &
Sciences (I.a.) to 49 hours. Category I.e. will not
be required. The subtotal outside the major will be
55 hours.
Majors in composition and theory must complete
Physcs 108. This wil1 increase hours in Arts &
Sciences (1.a) to 37 hours and reduce additional
electives (I.e.) to 5 hours.]

To the committee: The change listed above will increase the degree hours for the Bachelor of Music in
vocal performance to 135 total hours (55 hours outside the major and 80 hours in Music).

DEGREE/PROGRAM CHANGE
FORMC

January 28, 1999 •
Ellen McCullough-Brabson
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Summary of previous program r quir m n
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h n

The old catalog did not r fleet the cor curr"culum mandc: l .
Music Education degree did not requir a thr -h ur I ngua r q 1ir m nt.

h n

B.

The new program requirement includ th c r urri ulum man
the courses C&J 270, "Communication for T ach r ," n
Psychology," were required in our form r d r
1 n, th
accepted to meet core requirements in ur n w ro ram. A lhr
course has been added under " lecti v ." The ma th m
to inform students to refer to CFA Graduation R quir m
core curriculum math mandate.
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DEGREE/PROGRAM CHANGE
FORMC

Reason(s) for Request (attach additional sheets if necessary).
In order to comply with the core curriculum mandate, the music education
faculty requests the following changes in our degree plan. We have made the
following additions:
1.

We request that the following statement be added. These courses have
already been approved for inclusion in our degree plan.

[Please refer to the College of Fine Arts Graduation Requirements for the core
curriculum guidelines. C&J 270, "Communication for Teachers," and Psych 220,
"Child Psychology" are accepted to meet core requirements.]
2.

We need to add a three-hour language course to comply with the core
curriculum. We request that the following course be added.
[Second Language ]
[(See CFA Graduation Requirements)]

Other

3
3

[Course to be selected by the student]

3.

We request that the following be added for clarification.
6

Math (6)
Electives [(See CFA Graduation Requirements; Math 100
and 120 cannot fulfill this requirement.)]

Thank you for considering our requests.
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A. Summary of previous program requirements to be changed :

The old MA emphases in Dance History /Criticism and h r
ra hy r quir
of "core courses" in Theatre and Dance: 500,503, 506, and 512. Th first thr
actual seminars and the fourth, 512, was a topics numb r us d f r a
specialty seminars. Each of the old emphases al o r quir d 12 h ur
r
Id
emphasis" -- students could define "related" in virtually any ma n r.
choreography emphasis required an additional 6 h urs f" l tiv ." in 11 , th
a (Pl n 2).
degrees required either 6 hours of thesis (Plan 1) r 3 h ur

t

B: Summary of new program requirements with proposed change(s) :

The new MA plan reduces the required cor from 12 t h ur . All
to take 500 but will select either 503 or 506. Th y will n I ng r h
topics courses, as two of the most succ ssful of the hav b nm
courses (510 and 565), and added as new requir m nt . A r u
Dance requirements {12 hours for Choreography and 9 hour for
has been added. Included in these for both groups is Dane 53
itici m. tud
Choreography will select either 6 or 12 hours of electiv (in Plan 1 nd Ian 2,
respectively), and students in Dance History /Criticism (which i onl Ian 1) ill
hours of electives. Thesis and essay hours required r main th am a
f r .

~THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL WITHOUT OUALIFICATIO .

0

THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL WITH THE FOLLOWI G QUALIFICATIONS:

1n
l ct

Proposal for Revision of MA degrees in Dance
This proposal re-organizes the degree plan for both th
the emphasis in History /Criticism. Th foll win chan

a

2. Students are required to take i h r Dane 503 P rf rm nc
h c r r
Critical Issues, rather than both of th s c r c ur
being dropped because topics seminars ri inall er at
5 2
being added as new courses and new d gr

m

f r
anc

3.

r

4. One new course -- Dance 565 Hi tory of frican- m ri
created to parallel a new cours --Dane 4 5 -- that i
course has been taught twic as a 495/512 sp cial t

n

n
er at

... -- 1
f r th

hi h h

5. One new course -- Dance 510 Creative Inv tigation -- i b in er
been taught several times as a 512 topic
minar.
On the next page is a schema of th old and n w d
of the changes.

r

lan ti n

plan , nd a

a "n

Library Impact Statement: No Impact - all cour
v nth
courses, have been taught before, and i ting library r
urc
CIRT Impact Statement: The proposed chan

will hav no im

ct n

IR

Budgetary and Faculty Load implications and ong Range I Janning:
None. While new course form are b ing ubmitt d for Dane
classes have been offered several tim s a p cial t ics min
being folded into full-time faculty load .
w cour f rm ar
several 500 level courses only to mak 500-1
1c unt rpart f
courses which previously were a ailabl for raduat er dit.

hi

10 and Dan
r (
al
r1n
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•Allow 18 months for process to b completed.

Larrv Lavender

(Name of Individual irutiatong n - Graduate Degree)

llead of Dance Program,

277-3660

(Title, posttion, telephone number)

Denartment of Theatre

& Dance

(Department/Division/Program)

Note: Proposals for new graduate degrees need to follow a CHE approved format. Please call the Offic of Gradual Studies
and ask for an outline. Revisions of graduate degrees also may need state approval, depending on th ext nt of chang s
proposed. Please consult the Office of the Provost for advice prior to initiating this form.

1.

m
ai
.....

Give exact title in the space provided and requirements for the new graduate degree as th y should appear ,n th
Graduate Bulletin.
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2.

Attach the complete proposal in the approved format

3.

Does this new degree affect any existing program? Yes_x_

4.

Library Impact Statement. Name of individual consulted and attached signed imp ct statement.

5.

ClRT Impact Statement Name of individual consulted and attached signed impact statem nL

6.

Proposed date to admit new students: Semester_ _
F_a_l_l_

I
I

.....

()

o__. If yes, attach statement

i»'

0

Department Chair·_ _---"'.~~~'°'-,,L~;.,,-~~;:;=----:::----:,;:::::19natures_: Dean of Library Services1121.l~~4-/d~~~-¥'-k.~~~~,.a::;=::i...&4_

~~uired

V

-~,~,Y~~1......____

---~~#!dl-~~~....~
College Curricula Committee......,c..i.~~F+f--l~?'---------College or School Dean ___c___~b'-".i-f-p.,.+~~~;-r------FS Graduate Committee __::"2'.:.:_~~6::::::!'.:...L..~~:::;;~~---Office of Graduate Studies _ _~""""-,,-::..---:n~--,,.b'..._.______

, Assoc. VP for CIRT

FS Curricula Committee1i---,~~~~~~~~~~------ Office of the Provost_/..,.,t.::'.:._-..dii2::..::..:._.!::~:...x:~...:...--------

L---------:--:::---------

Faculty Senate _ _
Retumed to The Office of the Provost for presentation to foUowing entities:
Board of Regents _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Council of Graduate Deans _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Academic Council of Higher Education _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Commission on Higher Education _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
State Board of Finance _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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MASTER OF FINE ARTS DEGREE

D

C

DEGREE REQUIREMENTS

A. Core seminars
Theatre and Dance 500
Theatre and Dance 503
Theatre and Dance 506

Intr duction t
P rformanc Th
Critical I u

tud
1 -- I I ,

P rf rmin

{

ubtot I
B. Dance Requirement
Th ori s of
m nt l, • , ,
Dance 504
Creative In e tigati n T <.
~ \
Dance 510
Creative In sti ati n II , ,_, \
Dance 511
Dane Peda
\ I .J
Dance 516
Graduat Dane T chnigu
--Dance 549
Movement Anal i ID L
Dance 550
Dis rtati n L
, (.,--.r )
Dance 699

~

.i

u
C. Electives:
6 hours graduate electives in the tud nt' ar a f int r

ubt tal
tal

\ .
)

r

t.

..•
PROPOSAL FOR GRADUATE DEGREE PR
LEADING TO THE M.F.A. DEGRE
D
(Choreography and Performanc )

SUBMITTED BY THE DEPARTME
UNIVERSITY OF
Drafted by Larry Lavend r - H a
Chair, Theatre and Dance Graduat
Spring 1995

Approved by Dance Com.mitt :
19 5
Approved by Theatre and Dance Graduate ommitt :
Approved by Theatre and Dane acul : all
Approved by the CFA Graduate Curriculum mmitt
Approved by the CFA D an: prin
Approved by the Faculty Senate Graduat ommitt
Approved by the Office of Graduate tudi s: Sp in
PLANNED IMPLEME

J\TIO

D TE: F

L 2000

New Mexico Commission on Higher Education
Requirements for Approved Graduate Progr m

9.

REQUIREMENTS FOR APPROVED GRAD A TE PR
9.1

The requirements and questions list d below
reviewing proposals to establish new graduat pr
Commission reserves the right to weigh th s fa ct r
and to consider additional factors in reachin d ci i
meet the interests of the State of ew M ico. Th
1 int r
requirements are constructed to reflect stat -1
postsecondary education; reviews of new radu t r
within the proposing institution are p ct d t r fl c
in
somewhat different balance of concerns, fo
am 1 , d
[10/1/97]
greater consideration to details of program qualit
9.1.1

A. What is the primar purpo e of th
program? What are it secondar ur

d

n ?

This is a proposal to create a new .F. . d gr
performance and choreography to complement the
s n
Theatre and Dance. The Dance Program plans to eliminat it
Choreography with the addition of the M.F.A. degree. Thi prop
the needs of the University and of the state of ew
·co.
the Commission on Higher Education, and the state of
goal.
Dance, like music, theatre, and the isual arts, i a hi hl di er and
multifaceted discipline which emphasizes the makin of artistic w r a
11 a
perceiving and responding to aesthetic objects both natural and human-mad . Th
dance-making enterprise involves a ariety of pecializ d, and oft n o erla 1n ,
creative roles such as performer, teach r, chor ographer, critic, and audi nc
member. The proposed M.F.A. degree pro ram ha as i
oal th r ara · o
dance performers and choreographers ho are well-ground d in th th ori
contexts of dance as an art form. Integratin the a th tic, critical, hi t
and creative dimensions of dance tudy, the propo ed d gr pr r m
comprehensive approach to dance learning which ill m r
tudi
depth study of dance as art. The eneral objectiv of th pr p d
1. To give students the kno led e and ability to functi n in th r l

l

t

.;;

dan~e performer and/ or choreographer in both an academic and professional
environment;
2. To develop in students the artistic process skills and conceptual understanding
necessary for the attainment of a high level of dance artistry;
3. To develop in students the creative thinking and problem-solving skills necessary for
the conception and creation of dance works;
4. To develop in students proficiency in communicating artistic and creative intentions
both orally and in writing;
5. To develop in students the inclination and ability to critically evaluate dance works
(their own and others') as the result of extensive involvement in dance-creative
endeavors;
6. To develop in students an understanding of and appreciation for the myriad cultural
manifestations of dance, especially of those in the Southwest, Mexico, and Latin
America;
7. To prepare students to assume leading roles as college and university faculty
members, and as teachers in private academies, conservatories, and studios.
The above program objectives indicate clearly that the proposed M.F.A. degree
program is grounded in the Department's belief that the time has passed in which
dance artists may forge professional and academic careers merely by becoming highly
specialized in a single aspect of their art. Gone are the days when a dancer could
compete in the professional world simply by having a strong command of one dance
technique. Similarly, in the world of academic dance, gone are the days when full- ,
or even half-time teaching positions could be obtained by those specializing in only
one or two aspects of dance. Nowadays colleges and universities, and even private
schools and studios, seeking to fill teaching positions in dance are looking for
candidates who are capable not only of teaching at least two techniques, and of
performing and choreographing dance works at a professional level, but who are also
practicing scholars and researchers with interests and expertise in the historical,
cultural, critical, aesthetic, and pedagogical domains of dance study. The proposed
M.F.A. degree will produce such professionals.
The mission of the University (U.N.M.), the College of Fine Arts, and the
Department of Theatre and Dance is to prepare students who are well-equipped to
enter the professional world in their respective disciplines. In accordance with this,
the Dance Program has as its goal the development of students' intellectual and
creative skills in tandem; we offer students the finest professional training. Our
undergraduate programs are comprehensive and broad, attracting students from all
over the United States. Our M.A. degree programs attract excellent students from all
over the world. Our Dance facility is spacious and well-equipped. In short, we are

well prepared to offer the terminal practic -ori n
our already successful M.A. degree.

1n

a c ,

c m· I m n

The department of Theatre and Dance is a pl c
inquiry into performance -- both traditional and p rim ntal -Our curriculum is aesthetically and culturally di r , ur c lt
and intellectually rigorous in artistic and scholar! nd
national and international arts activities and or anizati
important art to New Mexico, a state in hich rich cultur h
side for centuries. Thus U. .M. is an e tr m ly uitabl pl c
in Dance.
The addition of the M.F.A. degre in Dane
undergraduate (B.A.) program in everal way . ir t, tu n
terminal degree will raise the quality of th char
r phi
dance concerts and regional tours in which und r r du t
n
are the featured performers. Second, .. A. tu n
ill im r
teaching in the undergraduate beginnin -1
1 t chniqu c ur
them will be hired to teach under existin
/
c nt ct .
currently taught quite adequately by stud nt in th
students will bring with them a higher 1 el f t chin
areas of dance than M.A. students typically d . inall
program will serve as excellent role mod l and
dance majors who seek to achieve a prof i nal 1
performance and choreography.
The decision to develop an .F. . in Dane
the implications of this new de ree for all th
r ram in
effect on the Theatre program will be o li htl incr a
graduate seminars available to all graduat tud nt
accomplish two of the department' long-held goals -- t inc
among graduate students in theatre and dance, and to inc a
credit hour production. The effect of the prop ed . . . d r in Dane u
Design program (costumes, sets, lightin ) ill b n li ibl . Sine danc cr.-:n,,.-..
M.F.A. students will be incorporated into e i tin c nc rt lo , r r n d
informally, there will be no increased demand for co tum r t chrucal u
It is expected that students eekin
.F. A. in
Design, Directing, and Drama tic riting tud nt , a
or f r p rformanc .
these areas, on the creation of ne
has long had graduate student in Dance h
ork d c~ l
faculty from the Theatre "side" of our d partm nt, th 1mpl
degree will have little impact e cept to rai th c liber f th
the artistic merit of the works created.

I

.,.. . ·o
.

B.

Is the proposed program consistent with the role and
scope of the institution as set forth in its mission
statement and interpreted by its governing board?

According to its mission, the University of New Mexico offers selected
programs at the associate, baccalaureate, masters's, and doctoral levels in a wide
spectrum of academic, professional and occupational fields. The proposed M.F.A.
de?ree _will be the ~erminal practice-oriented degree in the field, and the only one
of its kind offered in the state of New Mexico. As such, it is well within the
prescribed mission of the university to offer this degree. Much thought has been
given by the department's faculty to the relationship between the proposed M.F.A.
program, the forthcoming M.F.A. program in Dramatic Writing, and the existing
M.A. programs in the department. There is unanimous consensus that the
practice-oriented degrees (Dance and Dramatic Writing) and the research-oriented
degrees (in Dance History /Criticism, Directing, and Theatre Education) will
complement one another in mutually beneficial ways. Student theorists and
practitioners will have the opportunity to work and learn together, across
disciplines, in a stimulating and nurturing environment. Students who graduate
from our programs will be well-prepared not only to survive but to succeed both
as artists and scholars in the "real world" outside the doors of academia.
C.

What is the institution's priority for the proposed
program, as indicated in its most recent plans, funding
requests, or other institutional documents?
[10/1/97]

The University of New Mexico has been supportive of the efforts made
by the Department of Theatre and Dance to grow and develop the Dance
Program. With the university's support, and with the goal of developing and
offering an M.F.A. degree, the Dance program has in the past decade taken
several important preparatory steps. First, we have moved out of the Fine
Arts Center and into the spacious Carlisle Gym. Through two renovation
phases, the gym has been transformed into an excellent dance facility with 5
teaching studios, faculty offices, shower /locker rooms, administrative offices,
and a seminar room. Second, in 1993 the Dance program added a full-time
administrative head who also teaches in both the undergraduate and
graduate program. Third, the B.F.A. degree in Dance was phased out in 1994,
freeing faculty time and departmental production resources for the proposed
M.F.A. degree. Fourth, The M.A. e.m phasis in Choreography is slated to be
phased out once the M.F.A. is in place, freeing further production resources
for the new degree. Fifth, courses in African dance (two levels), Pueblo Social
dance, Hip-Hop, and Mexican Folk dance have been added to strengthen the
cultural diversity of the curriculum (which already included Ballet, Modern,
Flamenco, Renaissance and Baroque, and two forms of Spanish Classical
dance). As a result of these changes, and through focused recruitment efforts,
the number of undergraduate dance majors has grown from 12 in 1993 to 48
at present, and overall enrollments and SCH production are steadily rising.
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The fine reputation of the University, the College of Fine Arts, and of the
D.epar~ment's own ~acultr and fac~lities, and the astounding beauty and cultural
d1vers1ty of the reg10n will result 1n the U.N.M. Dance Program quickly emerging as
one of the top graduate dance programs in the United States.
Employer Demand

As more and more colleges and universities (including those in New Mexico)
develop major and minor degree programs in Dance, the employment opportunities
in higher education for those holding the M.F.A. degree will continue to grow. The
M.F.A. degree in Dance has for two decades been the one sought by the
overwhelming majority of students electing to pursue graduate studies in Dance.
There are several reasons for this interest in the degree. First, students with
undergraduate degrees in dance, like students in other disciplines, naturally seek the
most intellectually rigorous and creatively stimulating professional training they can
find in order to continue their development. M.F.A. degrees are designed to provide
such training. Second, during the last 20 years, M.F.A. degrees have become a
baseline requirement for college and university teaching positions in the arts.
Indeed, it is a nearly universal practice among college and university dance programs
to list the M.F.A. degree as one of the minimum qualifications for candidates seeking
teaching positions in dance. Third, because most professional contemporary dance
companies are not able to maintain their own schools or training facilities, the
M.F.A. degree is the most appropriate course of study for those students intent on
pursuing a performing or choreographic career. Thus for students who seek to enter
the professional dance world as teachers, choreographers, or performers, the M.F.A.
is the degree of choice.
In addition to having a leg up on the competition for teaching positions in
colleges and universities, dance professionals holding M.F.A. degrees are regularly
employed as choreographers and performers in the film, video, and television
industry, and in the professional theatre world.
University Need

There is no program in the state of New Mexico which offers a terminal
degree in Dance. This means that residents of New Mexico -- most importantly,
those studying dance at the undergraduate level -- who would like to earn an M.F.A.
in dance must leave the state to do so. It also means that schools and communities
outside of Albuquerque which are served by the U.N_.M. Dance P.r o?ram's numerous
outreach activities are continually deprived of the heightened artistic excellence that
would be more readily available to them were the M.F.A. degree in place. Finally,
because it is a terminal degree, students in the proposed M.F.A. d~gree wi~ g.enerate
twice the SCH (60+ hours each) than those generated by students 1n the existing M.A.
degree (30-33 hours each). This increased SCH will help the department, college, and
university.
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Expected Developments in the Field
As we look ahead into the not too distant future, it is clear that dance
profess~onals are going to need substantive intellectual and creative training that is
aest~etl~ally and culturally diverse. In light of this, we have spent the last 5 years
adding important courses to our curriculum -- such as African dance, Pueblo Social
dance, Mexican folk dance, and Flamenco history. These courses will make our
degree highly competitive, comprehensive, and will help to attract students from
under-represented groups into the program. Similarly, our plan to incorporate into
the new degree ~he academic core courses in the existing M.A. degree will assure that
students who earn the M.F.A. leave UNM fully prepared for the intellectual
demands that will face them. They will be prepared not only as artists, but also as
writers and researchers.

Student Demand for the Proposed Degree
There is high demand for the M.F.A. degree. It is a well-established degree in
the field, and the vast majority of the students who contact the department each year
for information about the M.A. program in Dance are in search of an M.F.A. degree.
There is no doubt that once the degree is in place we will easily attract twice or three
times as many qualified students as the 3-5 we seek to admit yyearly. This is a
degree that will sell, and students in the new (60 hour) degree will produce twice as
many SCH for the program as students in the existing (30 hour) M.A. degree.
There are eight M.F.A. programs in nearby states: two in Arizona, four in
Texas, one in Colorado, and one in Utah. Nonetheless, U.N.M.'s Dance program
answers more than 30 requests for information each year from students who have
heard about the excellent faculty and facilities here at U.N.M., and who wish to
develop themselves through graduate study as dance performers and
choreographers. These prospective students are more attracted to UNM's Dance
program than to those in neighboring states for a number of reasons. First, our
curriculum is superior to others in its cultural diversity. By offering such a diverse
curriculum, and by being located in a region that is so culturally diverse, the UNM
Dance Program appeals to great numbers of students whose creative and research
interests extend beyond "mainstream" dance forms such as classical ballet and
modern dance. Once our program is in place, we will be easily able to compete for
top students -- especially to Hispanics and those interested in indigenous and folk
dance forms. Our program will provide students with an opportunity for a kind of
wide-ranging training un-matched by our competitors. Second, our program's
excellent M.A. program as well as its inter-departmental connection with an
excellent Theatre program and its connection with the other programs in the College
of Fine Arts, will make our M.F.A. degree attractive to top students who seek a
comprehensive curriculum. Third, our faculty have earned national and
international recognition as teachers and scholars. Fo~rth, our production
...
opportunities for students are plentiful, and our teaching and performance facilities
are excellent. Students who contact us constantly express dismay that the M.F.A.
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degree is not offered at U.N.M. Moreover, it is likely that a significant number of
highly qualified candidates do not even contact U.N.M. once they learn by word of
mouth or through published materials that the program does not offer the terminal
practice-oriented degree.
Intellectual Need
Dance programs have rapidly gained stature in the arena of higher education
over the past, and the field of dance scholarship is constantly expanding.
International research organizations such as the Congress on Research in Dance and
the Society for Dance History Scholars, and national organizations such as the
National Dance Association have paved the way for the next generation of educated
dancers to make even greater strides. New areas of dance research are gaining
ground, and important connections between dance researchers and their
counterparts in the fields of Anthropology, Psychology, Kinesiology, Womens'
Studies, and Philosophy, to name just a few, make the future for dance bright indeed.
Reflective dance scholars know that there is no dance research if there are no
dance-makers and dance performers. By the same token, dance-makers and
performers must be dance literate -- they must know their history, their aesthetics,
and their theory if they are to make a lasting contribution as artists. For these
reasons our proposed M.F.A. degree is comprehensive intellectually and creatively; it
trains the whole dancer, preparing him or her to make a significant impact in the
dance world.
Dance speaks to the human condition, and enlightens and renews the human
sprit in a way that no other art form does. In recognition of this, the terminal degree
in dance practice should be offered at the University of New Mexico.
9.1.3.2

Duplication. The proposed program must not duplicate
existing programs unnecessarily or inappropriately. A
proposal for a program similar to one (or more) that
already exists within the state must present clear and
convincing evidence that need for the program cannot be
met by the existing program(s). [2/26/85, 5/ 4/90, 10/1/97]

A. Is this program, or are similar programs, offered at any
other public or private institutions within New
Mexico?
As mentioned above, while there are eight M.F.A. programs in nearby
states, there is no degree of this kind in New Mexico. Dance students_ in our
program, as well as students in other undergraduate dance programs 1n ew
Mexico colleges and universities currently must leave the state to pursue the
terminal M.F.A. degree in Dance.
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. !o enter the program the student must have completed an undergraduate
ma1or 1n dance or a related arts/humanities discipline.
Applicants will be expected to demonstrate both artistic skills -- i.e., skills in
dance performance and choreography commensurate with entry-level professional
standards - and the academic research and writing skills necessary for successful
completion of the program.
In addition to completed application forms and transcripts from all previous

college work, all applicants will be required to submit the following materials for
consideration by the department's Graduate Committee:
1. A 300-500 word letter of intent in which applicants must state (a) their
interests and objectives as dance artists, (b) professional goals, (c) previous academic

and career experience related to these goals, and (c) the importance of graduate study
in pursuit of professional goals in dance.
2. A resume of educational and professional dance experience.
3. Three letters of recommendation from professionals in academic
and / or professional dance.
4. A 15 minute VHS videotape of recent work in choreography and / or
dance performance.
Applicants will be invited to submit additional materials to supplement those
itemized above. In addition, applicants will be required to visit the University at
their convenience for the purpose of meeting faculty and students in the Deparbnent
of Theatre and Dance, and to audition as teachers in beginning level technique
classes.
Applicants with MA degrees from UNM or elsewhere will be permitted to
transfer up to 12 hours of coursework to the M.F.A. degree.
During their first year of residence, candidates accepted into the program will
be expected to fulfill all academic deficiencies identified by the full-time Dance
faculty. The instrument by which these deficiencies will be determined is the
Graduate Diagnostic Exam, a 3 hour essay exam c~rently _given to all first-year
graduate students during their first semester of residence 1n the Dance Program.
C. Will the proposed program be consistent with state

goals for equitable representation of all clusters of
students? How will the program assure equal access
and success of students from clusters historically
underrepresented in graduate education or in the

(jj)
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fields of employment for which the program is
intended to prepare its graduates?
This is an area that has long been a focus of the Dance Program, and of the
Department and College. The Dance Program has made great strides in developing
courses that attract students from under-represented groups into the program, and
has a strong commitement to mentoring all students -- regardless of ethnic origin -who need extra faculty attention to assure success. The addition of courses in Pueblo
Social dance, Mexican Folk dance, and African dance (two levels) have made our
curriculum (which already featured 3 levels of Flamenco dance and two courses on
Spanish Classical forms) the most culturally diverse university dance curriculum in
the country. Our annual Festival Flamenco International has attracted numerous
Hispanic students into our undergraduate and graduate program. In 1996, the Dance
program received a New Mexico Endowment for the Humanities grant to sponsor
the First Bi-Annual Flamenco History Conference. This conference was repeated in
1998, again with the financial support of the New Mexico Endowment for the
Humanities.
Through the annual Arts of the Americas festival, and in accordance with
former U.N.M. president Richard Peck's initiative for U.N.M. to become the
"University of the Americas," the Dance Program has formed strong ties, through a
variety of activities, with academic and professional dancers, choreographers, and
dance educators in Mexico, and throughout the Americas. A brief summary of those
activities follows:
During the summer of 1992 Compaflia Jorge Dominguez, and Ballet Impulso
de Monterey presented 3 performances at U.N.M. and 1 in Santa Fe as participants in
the Arts of the Americas Festival. Artistic directors of Compaflia Jorge Dominguez
taught classes in the Dance program for 3 weeks. The director of Ballet Impulso de
Monterey re-staged choreographic works on U.N.M. students. In addition, Bill Evans
and members of the U.N.M. Dance Company presented concerts in Puebla and
Tlaxacala, Mexico.
During the summer of 1993 we invited two companies from Mexico to
participate in our summer activities. Antares, a company from Hermosillo directed
by Adriana Castaflos, and Compaflia Jorge Dominguez presented concerts in
Albuquerque and in other communities throughout New Mexico. The directors of
each company conducted a two-week workshop in ?ance i1:1provisation, repertory,
and technique, and presented workshops for youth 1n Espanola and Santa Fe.
In March of 1994 U.N.M. hosted the Southwest Regional American College
Dance Festival, and was the first American university ever to have active
participation in the festival by Mexic_an u~versities. Performa~ces
ne': works
were given by students from the Uruvers~dad Autonoma de BaJa Cahforru~, and the
Universidad Autonoma de Sinaloa. During the summer of 1994, two Mexican
dance companies -- Utopia and Arte Movil Danza Clan -- taught workshops and
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performed ~n the Arts of the Americas Festival. Mexican dance critic Carlos Ocampo
presented five lectures on the history of dance in Mexico. During the summer of
1995 Mexican dance artists Marco Antonio Silva, Vivian Cruz, and Victor Garcia
conducted workshops in contemporary dance. In 1996, Mr. Silva received a $21,000
Fund for Culture grant for Summer 1996 to bring his company to U.N.M. He
conducted classes in June 1996, and set a new work on his company and members of
the r. T.M. Dance Company. The work was presented at U.N.M. During the 1997
summer, Candadian dance artist Daniele Desnoyers comducted a month-long
workshop for UNM dance students, which culminated in a performance by the
students and by Daniele's company, Le Carre des Lambes.
U.N.M. Dance Faculty members Bill Evans, Jennifer Predock-Linnell, and
Larry Lavender have been invited to Mexico on a number of occasions to teach,
perform, and conduct research on dance in Mexico. A festival/ conference on
Contemporary dance from Mexico is planned for 2000.
With the addition of the M.F.A. program in Dance, the Dance Program will be
in a position to develop in two ways even stronger ties with dance artists and
educators in Mexico, and other Latin American countries. First, with a more
talented and diversely skilled pool of graduate students we will more easily be able to
send our students to Mexico for teaching and performance activities. Second, the
M.F.A. program will attract talented dancers, choreographers, and teachers from
Mexico who seek educational experiences at a top American university to further
their careers in their own country.
The M.F.A. in Dance will also enhance the College of Fine Arts' Outreach
activities by providing a pool of talented dance artists and teachers available for local
and regional activities which serve under-represented students in the state.
It should be clear from the above summary that the Dance Program not only
welcomes students from all clusters of students, but that we have designed our
curriculum and production activities specifically to serve a diverse population of
students. There is no other Dance program in the country as committed to diversity
as we are, and this is one of the reasons why our M.F.A. will benefit both U.N.M and
the state of New Mexico.
(1) At a minimum, the proposal should include data
illustrating the representation of ethnic and
sex/ gender clusters of (a) undergraduate students
and (b) graduate students at the proposing
institution and should articulate the methods that
will be used to assure equity in access and success
in the proposed program.
Please see Appendix A for relevant data.
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(2) To the extent possible, the proposal also should
include information about representation in the
fields of employment for which the program is
intended to prepare students and other
information relevant to assessing the capacity of
the program to help redress underrepresentation.
[10/1/97]
Within the state of New Mexico there are hundreds of private dance
schools and studios -- including more than 50 in Albuquerque -- which
provide instruction to dance students of all ages and levels of ability. There
are also at least 20 professional dance companies in Albuquerque, all of
which are constantly seeking talented performers. Since the UNM Dance
Program is the largest in the state, we receive frequent requests from these
· schools and companies to provide teachers and performers. It is important
to note that these schools and companies offer a wide variety of styles of
dance, and seek the kind of versatile teachers and performers that our M.F.A.
program is designed to prepare. M.F.A. students of all ethnic backgrounds
will find dance teaching, choreographing, and performing opportunities
waiting for them right here in New Mexico. Moreover, they will find
opportunities for them in any of New Mexico's institutions of higher
learning that offer dance courses of any kind -- for the M.F.A. is the terminal
degree, and is rapidly becoming a minimum requirement, for those seeking
professional positions in Dance.
9.1.3.2

Projected Enrollment.

A. The proposal must display, in clear tabular form, the
projected enrollment in the proposed program during
its first five years. This presentation must distinguish
the number of new students (headcount) expected to
enroll each year and the number of returning students
expected to re-enroll in each year.
Year
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004

PrQ.jf~ted A~cepted
5
5
5
5
5

PrQ.je~ted r~turning
0
5 (continuing from 2000)
10 (5 from 2000, 5 from 2001)
10 (5 from 2001, 5 from 2002)
10 (5 from 2002, 5 from 2003)

TQtgJ
5
10
15
15
15

Our program will be a three-year program; students will ~raduate in the
spring of their third year. We expect a regular flow of students 1n and out of
.
the program, and have designed a rigorous sequei:ce of hurdles fo~
continuation in the program. The three-year curricular sequence 1s provided
below. Other relevant information is in secs. 9.1.6 A and G.
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Three-year plan

Semester 1: Fall
Theatre and Dance 500 Intro. to Graduate Studies
Dance 510 Creative Investigations I
Dance 549 Graduate Dance Technique

(3)
(3)
(3)
(9)

Semester 2: Spring
Theatre and Dance 503 Performance Theory
Dance 549 Graduate Dance Technique
Dance 516 Dance Pedagogy

(3)
(6)
(3)
(12)

Semester 3: Fall
Dance 550 Movement Analysis III
Theatre and Dance 506 Critical Issues ...
Dance 511 Creative Investigations II
Dance 549 Graduate Dance Technique

(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(12)

Semester 4: Spring
Dance 504 Theories of Movement
Dance 549 Graduate Dance Technique
Elective
Elective
(Take comprehensive exam and apply for candidacy)

Semester 5: Fall
Dance 699 Dissertation
Dance 549 Graduate Dance Technique

(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(12)

(3)
(6)

(9)
Semester 6: Spring
Dance 699 Dissertation
Dance 549 Graduate Dance Technique

(3)
(3)

(6)

TOTAL 60 hours
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B. The proposal should indicate the number of students
expected to enroll full-time and the number expected
to enroll on a part-time basis and must display the total
number of student credit hours expected to be
generated in each of the first five years
[10/1/97]
It is difficult to project the relative numbers of students who will enroll

on a full-time and part-time basis. Typically, all our MA students are fulltime, with the exception of one or two every few years who enroll part-time
during the first year while waiting to establish residency in New Mexico. We
expect all the students in the M.F.A. program to enroll full-time; we expect to
have a large pool of qualified applicants from which to choose, and our
preference will be (all other things being equal) those who are prepared to
enroll full-time. The table below has been prepared on the assumption of all
students enrolling full-time.
Total undergraduate SCH *

Year
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004

30 (5 students @6 hours)
30 (5 students@ 6 hours)
30 (5 students @6 hours)
30 (5 students @6 hours)
30 (5 students @6 hours)

Total graduate SCH
105 (5 students@ 21 hours)
225 (5@ 21 hours; 5@ 24 hours)
300 (5@21; 5@24;5@15)
300 (5@21; 5@24;5@15)
300 (5@21;5@24;5@15)

* We anticipate that all first-year students will need at least 6 undergraduate
deficiency hours in one or more of the following areas: Dance History,
Movement Analysis, Kinesiology, Dance Criticism. For purposes of the above
table we have calculated these in as part of each student's first year in the
program. It is highly unlikely that we would accept a student who needed
more than 6 hours of undergraduate deficiency work, although it is likely that
many will need fewer than 6.
9.1.4

Institutional Readiness for the Program. The institution
should have nearly all of the resources needed to initiate the
program. The proposal should include a clear statement of
the extent to which the institution is ready to initiate the
program, citing the remaining needs and recognizing each of
those needs in the cost analysis developed pursuant to
Section 9.1.5.
[10/1/97]
A. Is the teaching faculty adequate in number and
qualifications to initiate the program? If not, what
additional faculty are needed? To what extent will the
program rely upon graduate assistants to free faculty
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time for graduate instruction in the proposed
program?

Full-time Faculty
With the phasing out of the B.F.A. degree program in Dance (no additional
B.F.A. students were accepted after Spring 1995), the addition in the Fall of 1993 of a
new full-time faculty_ li~e for the Head of Dance, and the intention to phase out the
M.A. degree emphasis 1n Choreography once the M.F .A. is approved, the Dance
program has an _administrative structure and an adequate number of full-time
faculty for the proposed degree.
Students in the proposed M.F.A. degree program will complete 24 of the
required 60 semester hours in studio technique and repertory courses. Existing
technique courses in the Dance Program already serve both B.A. and M.A. students.
The addition of 5 students every year seeking the M.F.A. degree will not necessitate
the creation of any additional studio technique courses, nor will it put any additional
strain on the workloads of full-time faculty.
NOTE: Guidelines for graduate degrees in dance published by the National
Association of Schools of Dance (N.A.S.D.) allow undergraduate and graduate
students to participate together in dance technique courses. The reason for this is
twofold. First, students are placed in such courses strictly by ability, rather than by
academic level. Second, the rate of advancement from one level to the next -- from
Ballet I to Ballet II, for example -- is determined strictly by the rate of each student's
development. Some students progress rapidly while others may remain at a
particular level for several semesters. Indeed, many students (and professional
dancers) at advanced levels of training find it beneficial to enroll for a semester in
intermediate and even beginning classes in order to concentrate on the refinement
of particular aspects of their technique.

The ·re~aining 36 semester credit hours required for the M.F.A. degree will be
earned in courses taught by the Graduate faculty in the Department of Theatre and
Dance, and in graduate elective courses. (See Appendix B for expected teaching loads
of Dance faculty in the new degree program)
Among the five full-time faculty in Dance, three hold a Ph.D. and one holds
an M.F.A. degree. These faculty members are active in the professional world as
performers, choreographers, teachers, scholars, and researchers. The academic and
artistic qualifications of this group are excellent for the proposed degree. (See
Appendix C for resumes of the full-time Dance faculty)
While the long-range goals of the Dance Program include_ the ad~i!ion _of a
permanent half-time position in Ballet, and a permanent part-hme pos1hon m . .
Flamenco, the program is currently prepared and adequately staffed for the addition
of the proposed M.F.A. degree program.
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Part-time Faculty

The Dano~ Program, like most college and university dance programs,
employs up to 10 instructors per semester on temporary part-time contracts.
These i~tru~to~s,_ selected each semester by the full-time faculty from a pool
of quahf1ed 1nd1v1duals, teach both studio technique courses, such as Ballet,
Modern, and Flamenco, as well as such non-studio courses as Flamenco
~s~ory, and Kinesiology. In addition to part-time faculty, the Dance Program
1nv1tes 3-5 guest teachers to work with students at all levels of the program
each year. Students in the M.F.A. program will work with part-time and
guest instructors only in technique courses, and in certain courses identified
as those needing to be taken to fulfill undergraduate deficiencies.
B. Are the library and other academic support resources
sufficient to initiate the program? If not, what
additional resources are needed?
The work that the department has done during the past several years to
improve library holdings to serve M.A. students with concentrations in Dance
History /Criticism and Choreography has made the existing holdings in both the Fine
Arts Library and in Zimmerman library sufficiently varied and extensive. These
resources need continually to be updated, of course, and so we will continue our
practice of making recommendations to both libraries for the acquisition of new
books, periodicals and film/video resources suitable for dance research.
Because the M.F.A. degree is aimed primarily at students seeking professional
careers in choreography and performance, significant new holdings do not need to be
added for students in this program.
Video holdings in the Dance Program's own archive, and in the U.N.M.
library system are not yet as complete as we would like. However, these holdings are
increasing at a rate that is acceptable to the Dance Program. We expect that rate to
continue. With continued coordination between our faculty and the library
acquisitions personnel, we expect our students to have access within three years to a
collection of dance videos that meets the needs of the proposed M.F.A. degree.
C. Are the physical facilities of the institution adequate

for the first five years of the program? Will additional
space or modifications of existing space be re9uired
within the first five years of program operation?
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Carlisle Gymnasium, in which the Dance P~ogram is hous d, is a comple x of 5
dance studios one classroom, one informal meeting room, mens and womens
locker rooms, ~nd faculty offices. (See Appendix D). Recent renovations to the Gym
have made it into an extremely versatile complex for dance.
1
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Courses in the Graduate Core are currently taught in the Theatre and Dance
conference room, located in the Fine Arts Center, and in Carlisle Gym room 114.
There are classrooms in nearby Mitchell Hall, and elsewhere on campus, that are
suitable for these courses as well.
. Other courses required for the M.F.A. degree will be taught in the Carlisle Gym
studios and classroom. The addition of M.F.A. students will not present any
scheduling conflicts for the Dance program or for the Department.
Performance Facilities

Performance facilities in the Department of Theatre and Dance are quite
suitable for dance, and quite varied. Currently, the department has Rodey Theatre
(capacity 436) and the Experimental Theatre (capacity 120) available for theatre and
dance productions throughout the year. Opportunity exists for students in the
proposed M.F.A. program to have their choreography performed in either of these
venues, as current undergraduate and graduate students already do. In addition, the
South Arena in Carlisle Gym is available as an informal performance space. In
addition to these spaces, we anticipate that the new theatre and studio at the
Southwest Broadway Cultural Center will become increasingly available to students
in the Department of Theatre and Dance. This venue will complement the KiMo
theatre in downtown Albuquerque, which has for many years been utilized as a
rental space for concerts by U.N.M. dancers and choreographers.
The proposed M.F.A. degree will require that the Dance Program stage 3-5
dance works per year created by second- and third-year M.F.A. candidates. The Dance
Program will stage these works in one of two ways:
1. by including selected M.F.A. dances in the annual Spring dance concert held

in Rodey Theatre.
2. by designating the Fall Student Dance Concert held in R~dey Theatre or in
the Experimental Theatre as an M.F.A. concert. (B.A., M.A., and first-year M.F.A.
students wishing to produce works may do so in the Spring Student Dance Concert
held in the Experimental Theatre or in Carlisle Gym South Arena.

NOTE: first-year M.F.A. students will have the oppor~nity to present ~heir
dance works in informal concerts in the South Arena of Carlisle Gym at any time
during the Fall, Spring, or Summer terms.
As dancers, rehearsal spaces, and performance slots for dance are readily .
available within the Dance Program, the number of stu?ent-cre~t~d works needing
to be produced for the M.F.A. degree will not put a strain on existing Departmental
resources.

.,
I
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D. Are the institution's equipment and technological
resources adequate for the first five years of the
program? What, if any, additional equipment will be
needed?
!he primary ~echnological needs of a program such as the propsed
M.F.A. 1n Dance are 1n the areas of sound and video equipment to be used in
the creation and performance of new dance works. The Dance program is
adequately equipped in this regard; all 4 of the main teaching studios have
sound equipment, there are two complete systems for videotaping, and 4
playback systems. Since we already have an M.A. in Choreography (to be
eliminated with the addition of the M.F.A.) we have been working for more
than a decade on providing the equipment resources needed to support the
M.F.A. We are in good shape.
E. Are other operating resources adequate to initiate the
program? For example, will additional clerical or
specialized personnel be needed?
[10/1/97]
No additional staff or specialized personnel is needed to support the
proposed M.F.A. Again, this crux of this proposal is to "upgrade" the existing
30 hour MA emphasis to a 60 hour M.F.A. degree. The Dance program has 5
full-time faculty lines, and supports additional part-time teaching through
resources allocated through the College of Fine Arts. An endowment
campaign to secure funds for an additional permanent part-time position is
underway. Present resources are sufficient to launch the proposed M.F.A.
because the program has phased out its B.F.A. degree and will eliminate the
M.A. emphasis in Choreography once the M.F.A. in in place. About the only
thing implementation of this degree will increase is SCH production in the
program; instead of producing 30 total hours of SCH for each graduate student
in residence, the program will produce 60 total hours of SCH.
9.1.5 Projected Cost of the Program. The proposal must include a
clear analysis of the projected cost of the proposed program
and the sources of funding that will support it.[2/26/85,
5/4/90, 10/1/97]
The major costs related to the proposed M.F.A. degr~e ~ Dance ~re (1) the five
existing full-time faculty lines in the Dance program, (2) existing part-time faculty
funds, (3) existing GA/TA funds, and (4) existing budgets for dance concert
production support.
There are no new costs associated with offering the proposed degree. The costs
detailed below are current for the B.A. and M.A. degree plans.

I

l. Existing Full-time faculty support in Dance:

. There are five full-time salary lines in the Departm nt' all c t d u
assigned to Dance. The percentage of time the full-time facult
ill d
teaching in the proposed M.F.A. degree program will be 20% of th c mbin d
salaries, which is a cost of $44,286 yearly.
2. Existing Part-time faculty support in Dance:
Like all major Dance programs and departments in th
nit
U.N.M. Dance program utilizes part-time faculty whos particul r a
complement those of the Full-time faculty. The Dance pro ram
ul rl
existing part-time resources to support 10 courses in the all and 1 c ur
Spring. All but one of these courses -- Dance 313 Kinesiolo
ar
udi
courses the avai ability of which will dramatically enhanc th
. .d
program. (The total number of courses typically off r db th
and Spring are 28 and 26 respectively). The resource us d
instructors are as follows:
Department allocated budget:
Evening/Weekend:
College of Fine Arts support:
Total
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15,310
$26,400
$14,900
$56,610

3. Existing Graduate Teaching Assistantships in Dance:
The Dance program currently receives 5 .25 teachin a i tan hi f r c
$12,500. In addition, Dance has an annual graduate fello ship f r ,500. T al
support in this category is $16,000. More support i alwa
le m , but inc
plan to phase out the M.A. in Choreography with th addition f th
. , th
support currently given to the five M.A. student in Chor o ra h
ill b all at
to the M.F.A. students.
4. Existing budgets in support of Dance production activity:
The Dance program presents three concert p r ear a part of i t achin
program. The cost of presenting these concert includes pens f r co tum
lights, sound, publicity, and production staff. This co tis 14,9 5 yearl .
SUMMARY OF COSTS:

Full-time faculty:
Part-time faculty:
Graduate assistants:
Concert production:
Total

$44,286 (20% of Full-time faculty loa
$56,610
$16,000
$14,945
$131,841

)
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SOURCES AND TIMING OF RESOURCES:
1. 20% of Full-time faculty loads -- $44,286.

Provided by: existing state allocated funds.
2. Part-time faculty support -- $56,610.
Provided by: existing state allocated funds -- $15,310
Evening/Weekend annual allocation -- $26,400
College of Fine Arts annual allocation -- $14,900
3. GA/TA funding-- $16,000.
Provided by: existing state allocated funds in department line -- $12,500
Existing fellowship established with OGS -- $3,500
4. Dance Production activity -- $14,945.

Provided by: The department supports its production activity from the following
revenue sources: ticket sales, rental fees for the theatre facility,
financial support from businesses who contribute assistance in
producing individual shows, and department foundation accounts.
These combined sources generate the $14,945 needed to support the
three dance concerts each year.
9.1.5.1

New Costs for Program Start-Up. The proposal should
provide a clear indication of new costs that must be met
in order to begin the program and to sustain it during its
first five years. The analysis must address at least the
following cost categories.

A. Additional faculty needed for the program, full-time
and part-time.
No additional faculty are needed in either category.
B. Additional library resources needed for the program.
The proposal should include a statement from the
university librarian, indicating the cost of these new
resources and the schedule on which the resources will
be provided.
No additional resources are needed; library holdings are more than sufficient
for the proposed new M.F.A. degree.
C. Additional facilities, equipment, and technological

resources needed for the program.
None.

""'I ...I •
D. New graduate assistantships needed to support the
program, including the dollar value of the
assistantships during each of the first five years of the
program.
'
[10/1/97]
Additional assistantships are always needed because U.N.M. is
currently does not support its graduate programs particularly well in this
regard. However, this is a campus-wide problem that will not affect our
ability to offer a high quality program, and attract top students. We are certain
we can succeed in our mission with current levels of GA/TA support.
9.1:5.2

State Support. An analysis must be presented showing
the approximate amount of state operational formula
funding that will flow to the program for each of the first
five years, based upon the projected student credit hours
and current formula funding factors, and recognizing the
delay and averaging characteristic of the formula.
[10/1/97]
As noted in section 9.1.3.2.B, the proposed new degree will generate 300
graduate SCH per year when it is up and running. At current state formula
funding levels of $437.29 per student credit hour at the graduate leve, this
amounts to a sum of $13,1187 generated annually by the new degree.

9.1.5.3

Other Support. If the proposed program will benefit from
other sources of operational support, the proposal should
describe those. For example, if particular cost categories
such as new equipment or additional graduate
assistantships are expected to be supported by research
grants, contracts, or other sources, the proposal should
clearly describe those sources and levels of support and
should indicate the advantage to the state of receiving
such support.
[10/1/97]

The Program enjoys additional support from the F~iends of Dance
organization. This community-based support group provides $6,000--$7,000
in scholarship funds annually from an endowment. The endowment is
growing annually, and this support will increase along with it. Both graduate
and undergraduate students are the benficiaries of these funds.
9.1.6

Quality of the Program. The proposed pro~am ~ust be
designed to meet high standards of academic quality,
considering its instructional curriculum, faculty, student
admission standards, opportunities for experiential learning
and academic support, and provisions for continual review
[10/1/97]
and improvement of the program.

9.1.6.1

All programs supported by state funds are expected to
comply with principles of academic quality delineated as
part of the Commission's regulation on instructional
funding: 5 NMAC 3.12.
[10/1/97]

9.1.6.2

Among the questions that will be considered in
evaluating proposals for new graduate programs are the
following:
A. Is the curriculum adequately structured to meet the
stated purposes of the program?

The curriculum detailed below has been designed in accordance with the
guidelines published by the National Association of Schools of Dance (the accrediting
body for Dance programs). An early draft of this proposal was submitted to members
of the N.A.S.D. accreditation team from three major universities, all of which offer
highly respected and successful M.F.A. degrees. Dance executives from The
University of Arizona, Texas Woman's University, and The University of California
at Irvine contributed important insights to the development of this proposal. In
accordance with N.A.S.D. guidelines, final approval for the degree will not come
until there is the first official graduate from the program. Once the program is in
place it will be regularly reviewed for accreditation by N.A.S.D. as are the existing
undergraduate and graduate programs in Dance.
Proposed Curriculum for the M.F.A. in Dance
As the terminal degree in the discipline of dance performance and
choreography, the M.F.A. degree will complement the existing M.A. degree, which
will continue to prepare students both for careers as writers and historians, and for
further research at the doctoral level in all aspects of dance as rituat spectacle, and
fine art. The Department intends for the M.F.A. degree in Dance to be multi- and
cross-disciplinary, as are its existing undergraduate and graduate degree programs.
The M.F.A. program will be artistically sophisticated and intellectually rigorous. It
will meet all standards of accreditation established by the National Association of
Schools of Dance.
Complementing three "core" courses already required in the existing M.A.
degrees and the full curriculum of studio technique courses, will be graduate
seminars in Dance Pedagogy, Movement Analysis, Theories of Movement, and
Choreography. Students will also be encouraged to select courses from the other
departments and disciplines within the College of Fine Arts, as ':ell as to participate
in the annual Arts of the Americas Festival and the annual Festival Flamenco.
These curricular and extra-curricular activities and resources will make our M.F.A.
degree in dance one of the finest and most comprehensive programs in the United
States.

As an accredited member of N.A.S.D., the Dance Program must design its
degree_ pr~grams, and make any subsequent curriculum changes, in accordance with
the guidelines of that organization. N .A.S.D. will periodically review and assess the
M.F.A. program once it is implemented. For the M.F.A. to be accredited by .A.S.D. :
1. At least one half of the credit required must be in courses intended for
graduate students only. (For the M.F.A. this requirement is for 26 credit hours.) The

proposed M.F.A. degree meets N.A.S.D. requirement #1 as follows:
Theatre and Dance 500,503,506
Dance 504, 510, 511, 516
6 hours of graduate electives

(9)
(12)

(6)

27 hours
2. A minimum of 65% of the credits toward the M.F.A. degree shall be in
performance and/ or choreography. (For the proposed degree this requires 33 credit
hours)
The proposed M.F.A. degree meets N.A.S.D. requirement #2 as follows:
Dance 549 Graduate Dance Technique
Dance 510 and 511
Dance 699 (project and dissertation)

(24)

(6)
(6)

-----------------36 hours

DEGREE REQUIREMENTS
In Core courses emphasis is placed on the individual within the art world in
general and the dance community specifically. Issues and methods in the theory and
practice of dance and the related arts are explored and analyzed.
In Dance requirements courses emphasis is placed on developing and
integrating the dance artist's body and mind to form the whole artist. The Dance
program's commitment to promoting a seamless relationship between dance and
movement theory and practice is exemplified in this curriculum.
Elective courses are included in the proposed M.F.A. degree to allow and to
encourage students to extend their knowledge and critical awareness beyond the
immediate experience of dancing and choreographing .an_d ~o gain new perspectives
on society as a whole and the place of dance and art within it.
A. Core courses: These courses are the three "graduate core" courses required
in the existing M.A. programs in Theatre and Dance.
1. Theatre and Dance 500 Introduction to Graduate Study

(3)

782 .
2. Theatre and Dance 503 Performance Theory
(3)
3. Theatre and Dance 506 Critical Issues in the Performing Arts (3)
Subtotal
B. Dance Requirements:
1. Dance 550
2. Dance 504
3. Dance 510
4. Dance 511
5. Dance 516
6. Dance 549
7. Dance 699

(9)

Movement Analysis III
Theories of Movement *
Creative Investigations I **
Creative Investigations II *
Dance Pedagogy
Graduate Dance Technique
Dissertation*

(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(24)
(6)

Subtotal

(45)

C. Electives:
6 hours graduate electives in the student's area of interest.
Subtotal
Total

(6)
(60)

* New course.
** New course, but has been taught numerous times as a Special Topics seminar.
COURSE DESCRIPTIONS -- REQUIRED CORE COURSES
THEATRE AND DANCE 500 Introduction to Graduate Studies (3) Fall.
Research methods for performing arts including development of working
bibliography, types of documentation, investigation of research materials, and
resources in theatre arts and dance. Includes a survey of main types of studies
undertaken by theorists and practitioners in theatre arts and dance. 20-30 page
research pa per required.
THEATRE AND DANCE 503 Performance Theory (3) Spring. Students will focus on
the development of methods of interpretation and the formation of theories suitable
for both traditional and non-traditional theatre and dance performance. 20-30 page
formal research paper required.
THEATRE AND DANCE 506 Critical Issues. . . (3) Fall. Examination of major
problems and questions arising from interaction between the performing arts and
political, economic, and social conditions in which they exist. Survey of major
figures in contemporary performing arts. 20-30 page formal research paper required.
(See Appendix E for recent syllabi of these courses)
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COURSE DESCRIPTIONS -- EXISTING COURSES

DANC~ 422 Re~~rto~y (1) Fall/Spring (this 400-level course is approved for grad. credit)
Professional tra1rung 1n the learrung and performing of a new or restaged
choreography through the U.N.M. Dance Company. Admission by audition only.
May be repeated for credit because subject matter varies.
DANCE 516 Dance Pedagogy (3) Fall
Principles and techniques of curriculum development in the elementary and
secondary schools and in private studios.
DANCE 549 Dance Technique for Graduate Students (3) Fall, Spring
Participation through audition in intermediate and advanced level dance technique
courses. Selected reading and writing assignments supplement creative work.
DANCE 550 Movement Analysis III (3) Fall (In current catalog as Dance 450)
Special problems in the effort, space harmony, and fundamentals aspects of Laban
Movement Theory. Students are required to complete a substantive final project,
written or choreographic, integrating the course material with the student's
individual concerns with movement.
(See Appendix F for syllabi)
COURSE DESCRIPTIONS -- NEW COURSES

DANCE 504 Theories of Movement (3) Spring
Students will survey world theoretical systems of dance and theatre movement
description and analysis. Students will select an existing system or create a personal
theoretical framework based on research/ synthesis which will provide the basis for a
substantive written and/ or choreographic project.
DANCE 510 Creative Investigations of Dance Performance I (3) Fall
Students will analyze, and test the applicability to actual dance-making of current
theories of dance and choreography. Students will be guided through the
development of their work by the instructor in collaboration with the other students
in the course. Selected reading and writing assignments will supplement creative
work.
DANCE 511 Creative Investigations of Dance Performance II (3) Fall/Spring
Advanced problems in current theories and approaches to dance and choreography.
Students will be guided through the development of their work b_y the instn~c_tor in
collaboration with the other students in the course. Selected reading and writing
assignments will complement creative work.
DANCE 699 Dissertation (3) Fall, Spring, Summer. Final project. (6 hours are
required) Supervised work toward final performance or choreographic project with

1
accompanying written dissertation. Students must be advanced to candidacy to
enroll.
(See Appendix G for syllabi)
B. Is the faculty adequate in number, experience, and

availability to offer a high quality program?
With three of the five members of the full-time dance faculty holding
the Ph.D degree, we are quite prepared to offer the proposed new degree. (See
faculty resumes in Appendix C)
C. How do the proposed academic admission standards

for students entering the program compare with
standards for other programs at the institution and
with admission standards for comparable programs at
other institutions in New Mexico or other states?
As detailed above, the proposed degree has been designed in accordance
with the standards stipulated by the National Association of Schools of Dance.
Our standards for admission and completion of the degree more than meet
these standards.
D. How will the proposed program utilize current
technologies to support program quality and delivery?
In the field of Dance, technology is important primarily in the area of

production (lights, sound, video), and in the area of instruction in
choreography (basic sound and video equipment). Since we are part of the
Department of Theatre and Dance, and utilize the Rodey and the
Experimental theatres for our concerts, we are well equipped to provide
students with experiences involving high quality production equipment. We
are also well equipped to provide students with adequate sound and vide
equipment for their use in the studio when they are making and performing
dances. In fact, a set of video and sound equipment is reserved exclusively for
the use of our graduate students.
E. What opportunities will be available for assisting
students to gain experiences relevant to work settings
for which the program will prepare them?
The proposed new degree will offer emphases in Choreography and
Performance. What students in these areas need is the opportunity to create
and perform their works in a professional setting. The Dance Program
produces 3 fully mounted dance concerts per year -- two of which are
comprised entirely of student work, and all of which are perform~d by
students in our program. In addition, students may produce their own
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evening-length concerts as part of the department's Experimental Theatre
season, or use our dance studios for informal concerts of their works.
Stu?ents i1: the ~ro~osed new degree will have the opportunity to develop
the~r teachin~ skills_1n _one ?r more of the following ways: regular GA/TA
ass~g~e1:ts 1n begu~rung/lntermediate technique classes; outreach teaching
activities 1n the public schools; instructors in the annual Southwest High
School Theatre and Dance Festival (held at U.N.M.) during which time over
100 dance students from regional high shoals visit the campus for several
days of classes and workshops.
F. What academic support services are available to
students, to assist them in succeeding in the program?
In addition to the support services provided by the university, the
Dance faculty will serve as mentors for the students in the proposed new
degree, as we already do for our current students. In a field such as Dance,
close mentoring is standard practice.
G. What final integrating experiences or other features
will be used to assure that graduates have acquired the
knowledge and skills expected for the degree or
certificate awarded?
Annual Reviews and Advisement

At the end of each semester of residence in the program, each prospective
M.F.A. candidate will meet with the full-time faculty in Dance (5 members) to assess
his or her progress and achievement in the program. A written summary of the
views of the faculty will be placed in the student's file, and distributed to the student
and to the Department's Graduate Committee. Following this meeting, the student .
will meet with the Graduate Advisor to plan a schedule of classes and projects for the
upcoming semester. Following the review at the end of the first semester, each
student will select a faculty mentor from among the five full-time faculty members
in Dance. Mentors will meet regularly with the students to help them to establish
and achieve creative and intellectual goals, and plan and execute projects.
Comprehensive Exam

After completion of 42 hours (typically, at the end of their fourth semester) all
M.F.A. students will take a comprehensive exam. This three-hour written exam will
cover theoretical issues examined in the core seminars (Theatre and Dance 500, 503,
and 506). The comprehensive exam will be developed by the Depar~ent's
Graduate Committee, and will be the same as that taken by students 1n the
Department's forthcoming M.F.A. program in Dramatic Writing, since students in
that program and in the proposed M.F.A. program in Dance will take the core
seminars together.
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Advancement to Candidacy

Upon successful completion of coursework needed to address academic
deficiencies identified through the Graduate Diagnostic Exam, filld. successful
completion of the three core courses and the Comprehensive Examination, students
will petition for advancement to candidacy. Each petition will be reviewed by the
Graduate faculty in Dance who will review the candidate's work to date, and assess
the potential of each candidate for continued success in the program. Students will
not be permitted to enroll in dissertation hours until they have been advanced to
candidacy.
1. Performance emphasis: During their first two years in the program, performance

students will be expected to perform in at least two works per year created by secondand third-year M.F.A. candidates or by faculty and guest choreographers. Each
student will receive a written evaluation of each of his or her performances from at
least two members of the Graduate dance faculty. These written evaluations will be
considered by the Graduate faculty in the qualifying review of performance students'
petitions for advancement to candidacy.
2. Choreography emphasis: Students choosing the choreography emphasis will be

expected to present informal dance works in the South Arena of Carlisle Gym during
their first two years of residence in the program. Each student will receive a written
evaluation of each of his or her works from at least two members of the Graduate
dance faculty. These written evaluations will be considered by the Graduate faculty
in the qualifying review of choreography students' petitions for advancement to
candidacy.
The Graduate faculty will choose one of the following three options in response to
each petition for advancement to candidacy:
1. Advancement to candidacy in the M.F.A. program.
2. Conditional advancement to candidacy in the M.F.A. program. These
students will be those about whom the faculty has reservations serious enough to
warrant a temporary denial of candidacy, b_u! whom t~e faculty d~es not wish to
dismiss from the program altogether. Specific steps will be prescn~ed f?~ the student
to address these concerns in the upcoming semester. The students petit10n for
candidacy will be reviewed again after one semester, at which ~e candid~cy will be
granted or denied. Students given conditional advancement will be perrrutted to
register for courses in accordance with the three year model program.
3. Dismissal from the M.F.A. program. A student whom the faculty votes to
dismiss will receive a letter from the Head of Dance detailing the reason(s) for
dismissal. The student will have one month to file an appeal to the Dance program
faculty. This appeal will be considered by the department's Graduate Committee

who will review the student's file and make a bindin r comm nd
the faculty in Dance.

1

n of c i n t

Graduation Requirements

The Master of Fine Arts degree in Dance will require a minimum
of graduate work, no more than 12 of which may b trans rr d fr m th
programs -- either from within U. .M. or elsewh re. In ad iti
degree must have:

O h ur
f r

1. Successfully completed 9 hours of the graduate "cor " curriculum, 45 h ur
required courses in Dance, and 6 hours of electives.

in

2. Completed a Final Choreographic or Performance Proj ct · ith ace m

written dissertation to the satisfaction of the faculty in Dane .

After one semester in the program, but no lat r th n th
semester of residence, each candidate will select a committ
cult m m
the Department of Theatre and Dance. While any full-tim
department may serve as the committee chair, at least on m m r mu
graduate faculty in dance. This committee will serv a th tud n ' r j
dissertation committee, overseeing the student's work o r
m t r
699.

Projects and Dissertations
All M.F.A. candidates will be required to com let to th
full-time faculty in Dance a final performance or choreo ra hie
accompanying written dissertation. Guideline for perfo mane
projects and dissertations are as follows:

Performance projects: Final performance projects ill b c m l t
year of residence in the program and ill consist of performanc
dances, in two different styles, totaling no le s than 20 minute .
be evaluated in writing by the entire Graduate dance facul

Performance dissertations: Performance tudent will b

roj c

ct d to ri a
dissertation (20-30 pages) in which the identif and anal z p cific a th ·c,
performance, and dance-technical issues of particular cone rn t th m, and f
particular relevance to their performance . Di sertation will b
t d
written as formal research papers; including detailed nd n t , and
u
bibliography of not fewer than 20 sources.

ill

,B S
Choreographic projects: Final choreographic projects will be completed during the
third year of residence and will consist of the creation and presentation of a 15-20
minute dance work which demonstrates the candidate's highest achievement of
artistry and craft. If this work is an extension or revision of a project undertaken
during the first or second years of residence, the work must gain a significantly new
dimension to qualify as a final project. Upon completion, these projects will be
evaluated in writing by the entire Graduate dance faculty.
Choreographic dissertations: Choreography students will write an accompanying
dissertation (30-50 pages) in which they identify and analyze specific artistic and
choreographic issues of particular concern to them, and of particular relevance to
their dance works. Dissertations will be expected to be written as formal research
papers; including detailed endnotes, and a substantive bibliography of not fewer than
20 sources.
H. Has the proposed program been evaluated by any
external reviewers or is there other external evidence
or opinion regarding the quality of the program?
Our program is fully accredited by the National Association of Schools
of Dance (N.A.S.D.), and as such undergoes full review every 10 years. The
next review will commence in 2001. As mentioned earlier, input from
N.A.S.D. accreditation team members from several leading institutions (The
University of Arizona, Texas Woman's University, and The University of
California at Irvine) was sought during the initial planning stages of the
proposed new degree. In addition, valuable input was provided by faculty
from the U.N.M. department of Art and Art History -- which offers an M.F.A.
in Studio Art. The entrance criteria for our proposed M.F.A., as well as the
structure and timing of the qualifying exam, advancement to candidacy
process, formation of committee on studies, and dissertation requirements
were modeled after the M.F.A. in Studio Art. Finally, input from dance
executives and teachers from around the state who have an interest in
sending students to our M.F.A. program was regularly sought during the
planning and writing of the proposed new degree.
I.

Will specialized accreditation be sought for the
program?
[10/1/97]

Once the new degree has produce~ its first gr~d~ate, the program will
be reviewed for accreditation by the Nat10nal Association for Schools of
Dance. Our existing B.A. and M.A. degree programs are accredited by that
body.

9.1.7 Assessment of Operations and Impact. The proposal must
include a plan by which the proposed program will be

assessed for its operation and impact over at least a five-year
period.
[10/1/97]
A. At a minimum, the plan must indicate methods that
will be used to monitor program operations, progress
of students, and program completion rates.
The Head of Dance, who already serves as the Graduate Advisor for the
M.A. program in Dance, will serve in this same capacity for the proposed
M.F.A. degree. The Head of Dance is responsible for the curriculum,
scheduling, hiring of part-time faculty and graduate assistants, allocation of
scholarships and other resources to students, and for overseeing program
quality. All students in the proposed new degree will be required to receive
academic advisement from the Head of Dance each semester.
B. The plan also must include methods for obtaining
evaluations from students, graduates, or other
appropriate sources and feeding that information into
future operation of the program
[10/1/97]
There is an ongoing dialogue among students and faculty in the Dance
Program about the nature of the program, its vision and direction, and the
broader field of dance. The Dance faculty already meets with the graduate
cohort each semester, and this will continue under the new degree. All
members of the Dance faculty have an "open door" policy, including the
Head of Dance; students are welcome at all times to discuss issues of concern
to them about the program and about their futures in the field. Student input
has always, and will always, play an important role in the development of the
program and its allocation of resources. The Dance program faculty use the
ICES evaluation forms in all classes to solicit student feelback.
9.1.8

Administrative Responsibility for the Program and
Institutional Commitment. There must be clear indication
in the proposal that the institution is committed to the
success of the proposed program.
[2/26/85, 5/4/90, 10/1/97]
A. The proposal should indicate ~here in t_h~ structure of
the institution the program will be adm1rustered. For
example, which department will have primary
responsibility and which add~tional departments, if
any, will contribute to operat10n of the program?

The Dance Program is part of the Department ?f Theatre an~ J?~nce.
The administration of the degree programs in Dance 1s the respons1bihty of
the Head of Dance. The Head of Dance and the Chair of the Department

®
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~

collaborate in the creation of budgets. The Head of Dance and the Head of
Design (another program in the Department) collaborate on the production
activities in Dance.
B. The proposal should include a clear statement of
administrative support for the program, sufficient to
assure that resources will be provided during the first
five years of the program. The proposal should also
verify that all within-institution approvals needed for
the program have been granted. Including approval by
the institution's governing board
[10/1/97]
As already indicated, no new support is being sought for this program.
See the FORM D attached to this proposal for evidence of within-institution
approvals.

•

EASTER DATES FOR YEARS 2000-2010

April 23, 2000
April 15, 2001
March 31 , 2002
April 20, 2003
April 11 , 2004
March 27, 2005
April 16, 2006
April 8, 2007
March 23, 2008
April 12, 2009
Apri l 4, 2010

JDC Subcommittee Initial Report for 1998-99
Buck Schreyer ( chair), David Colton, and Garland ill

BACKGROUND
In the 1970s the New Mexico legislature began the practice of allowing the ni er it f
Mexico to retain its "indirect cost" (IDC) earnings, with the under tanding that tho
ming
would be used to support research and public service functions. Th l i latur ' ction t th t
time was intimately associated with the adoption of a higher education fund in formul
hich
emphasized instruction, but not research and public service.
In the 1980s and particularly in the 1990s, the volume ofIDC earning ro
h rpl , r
level of approximately $15,000,000 in 1997. This is an enormou um ofmon .
earned through the efforts of faculty members who bring grant and contract mon
Mexico. For the most part, the money can be used at the di er tion of uni r it
Until quite recently, decisions about the use ofIDC have been mad in n ad h m nn . uch
of the money has been used as originally anticipated by the legi latur i.. fo dir c upp rt f
research and public service, for cost-sharing and matche nece itat d b th
t m I undin
process, for support of the Office of Research Service , etc.
Recently Associate Provost for Research Nasir Ahmed ha underta n th much-n d d nd
long-overdue task of describing the results of the IDC altocation proc
i. . id nti in
places where the IDC goes. At the same time, the IDC ubcommittee o th
~ndertaken its own study, with particular emphasis upon th u e of th pro
ts returned to schools/colleges. We wish to acknowledge th as i tanc ofth
of Associate Provost Ahmed in this review. A report of our finding ill b p
spring.
For the most part, decisions about the use ofIDC moni appear to ha b n mad prud ntl
and in a manner consistent with the goal of fostering research and public rvic in a fl hip
university dependent on a state funding formula which empha iz only in ruction. It al o i true
ithout
however, that many decisions about the use ofIDC ha e be n made in an ad h
benefit of spending guidelines, long-term planning or perfonnance r vie .
thi
ad hoc strategy in our full report.
At this time, however, we wish to point out that in the ab ence of a plan or pr cedur 6 r
allocating IDC, questionable decisions can be made, and ha e b n made. H r ar thre
prominent examples:
1. In the 1980s, in the midst of a state-level funding cri i • a deci ion a mad t 1l
ID
funds to the Instruction and General budget which i uppo ed to b upp rted b tat
appropriations. That is, a significant sum of money wa di rted from re arch nd ubLi ,,...,.,n,o rt
to instruction. The expedient was billed as a temporary re pon to a t m r

the diversion of funds to I&G has been annually perpetuated, reaching a level of$951,000 in fiscal
year 1998.
2. In the 1990s the University launched a Research Park. We are not currently aware of the
existence of a business plan for the Research Park. A substantial sum of IDC funds recently have
been diverted to support the costs of unused or unrented space there. Like the I & G money,
these funds are not being used as intended, i.e. for support of faculty research and public service.
3. The discretionary share ofIDC returned to schools/colleges has been repeatedly reduced over
the years.
A recent decision to rename IDC as "Facilities and Administrative Costs" may indicate that
university administrators intend more such diversions of funds - to meet needs which
undoubtedly are very real, but which ought to be met from other sources.
It is not our intent, here, to open arguments about past decisions. Our intent, rather, is to point
out that major financial decisions about IDC have been made, and are being made, without
consultation. The Faculty Handbook requires such consultation.

PROPOSED RESOLUTION

In view of the magnitude of IDC funds, in view of the unusual discretion which can be applied to
their use, in view of the faculty's fundamental role in generating IDC, in view of the historical
expectation that IDC is to be used to support faculty research and public service, and in view of
the clear language of the charge to the Committee in the Faculty Handbook, the Faculty Senate
Budget Committee hereby requests:
( 1) that a joint faculty/administration committee including the Associate Provost for Research, the
Vice President for Business and Finance, and representatives appointed by the Faculty Senate
Budget Committee, the Research Policy Committee, and the Faculty Senate Operations
Committee be established to formulate policy concerning the use ofIDC funds, and
(2) that the Associate Provost for Research convene a meeting of this committee by May 1, 1999
and report on the committee activities by October 1, 1999.

NEW MEXICO PUBLIC INTEREST RESEARCH GROUP (NMPIRG)
RESOLUTION

Whereas, the New Mexico Public Interest Research Group (NMPIRG), is a
student directed, student funded, public interest organization devoted to education ,
research, and advocacy in the areas of environmental preservation, consumer
protection and student rights; and,
Whereas, NMPIRG was founded by the University of New Mexico students in
1974, as a means for students to learn public interest skills, and to voice their opinions
on pressing policy questions that face New Mexico; and,
Whereas, NMPIRG has seived the University of New Mexico by providing
unique educational opportunities through its programs of internships, rese rch
projects and "classroom in action" curricula; and
Whereas, NMPIRG, through such projects as the National Student C mp ign
Against Hunger, the National Student Campaign for Voter Registration, and E rth D y
Celebrations, has won wide recognition for its valuable public interest work, nd h s
brought credit to the students and University which help to support the org ni tion ;
and,

Whereas, students voting in the ASUNM elections voted overwhelmingly in
favor of a fully funded NMPIRG chapter through a waiveable fee; and,
Therefore, let it be resolved that the UNM Faculty Senate endorses and
recognizes NMPIRG's 25 year effort to inform and involve students in valu le public
policy issues.
Be it further resolved that the UNM Faculty Senate urges that the NMPIRG
referendum for a $3.00 per student per semester waiveable fee be passed by the
University of New Mexico Board of Regents.

ti)
Why Cut Men's Swimming?
uld ut

For many reasons, it is hard to believe that the University of
off the men's swimming program:
• swimming is a healthy sport, one that can be done for lifi ·
• swimming is one .o f the most popular participatory
in the top half-dozen;

b in rank d

• swimmers are good students with a relatively high graduation ra
swimmers have a higher graduation rate than athlete in an oth r
sport and higher than non-athletes;
• swimmers are disciplined ~d hard-working athlete and o d itiz n
on-campus and off;
nm r

• swimming is an important Olympic sport. In 1996, th Unit d tat
Olympic medals in swimming than in any other sport

• when UNM cuts men's swimming, then ew M ·co'
swimmers will have no in-state university program to
UNM to strive to keep the State's best student-athlet i admirabl . In
Mexico, over 2,600 kids younger than college age participat
rl in rgani d
competitive swimming programs;
• in the purest sense, swimming is m~st gender equitabl . Th men' and om n'
teams practice next to each other in the same pool- both t am
im th am
event schedule. They usually swim together at m et a a t am r pr ntin
UNM;
• the money required to make the men's swimming program comp titi
pittance relative to that for other sports·
• just trying to be competitive in football come at a hug co t
• why not continue the men's swimming program and fund it
competitive? The Athletic Department ould n d to contribut
its annual budget for that. "0.0038 i le s than on -half f ~ ~ o
Fred Ha himo o Dept.
d1 m
11
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